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At a recent Trade User Group meeting at DVSA’s offices, a 
question was raised by a DfT official as to whether Testing 

Stations were struggling financially, so did they really need a 
fee increase? MOT Testing Magazine editor Jim Punter and 
fellow MOT Trade Forum member John Ball responded by 
looking closely at key issues influencing the annual income 
of the average Testing Station – with a surprising result. On 
average every VTS is £20,000 worse off (and if 4-1-1 happens, 
that figure would rise to over £26,000), all due to government 
policies since 2005. It is astonishing, but here’s how the fig-
ures stack up…

More VTSs in a slow growing 
market
In 2005/06 there were about 
18,300 Testing Stations, whereas 
in 2015/16 there were about 
22,500 – a 23% increase. On 
the other hand the number of 
MOT Tests only increased by 
just 11.5%, from 26 to 29 mil-
lion. So the average number 
of MOT Tests carried out by 
each Testing Station dropped 

from 1,420 in 2005/06 to 1,289 
by 2015/16. That’s 131 MOT Tests 
less every year for the average 
Testing Station – and Testing 
Station numbers continue to 
increase… 

Yet the Government argues 
that as there are always people 
lining up to set up new Test-
ing Stations, the MOT price 
must be about right – so keep 

Government MOT policy costs 
MOT garages £20k a year each

MOT TESTING 
The invisible 
Chief 
Executive
…and the invisible 
MOT: New Chief takes 
credit (and the profits) 
for the MOT, but 
virtually no mention of 
the MOT in the Annual 
Review – see Testing 
Times…

MOT Finance:
Want to 
expand 
or buy 
new 
equip-

ment? Here’s how to 
fund it.

DVSA News:
MOT Guide revised, 
MOT Training update 
+ DfT News: New 
Minister, 4-1-1, EC 
MOT changes

Equipment 
Review:

Automated Testing 
Lanes (ATLs) – Intro 
and comprehensive 
review of latest 
equipment…

PLUS! Testing Times • 
Readers’ Letters • New 
Products + much more

PLUS:
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Jesse Norman MP is the new Minister responsible for the 

MOT Testing Scheme – if he receives letter after letter from 
different MPs complaining on behalf of their Tester and 

Authorised Examiner constituents about a fee freeze since 
2010, then we’ll have a better chance of obtaining that fee 

increase sooner rather than later.

(Continues on page 14)

DVSA’s profits 
rocket to £28 

million!
DVSA recently released 

an ‘Annual Review’ and 
their ‘Annual Report and 
Accounts’ for 2016/17. Their 
Review is a highly charged 
propaganda document extol-
ling their achievements and 
highlighting the performance 
of their key members of staff.

Yet the reality isn’t quite as rosy 
as they have presented. Whilst 
there are highlights in their per-
formance to be praised; the 
new MOT computer is work-
ing well and improving; but look 
deeper, and cracks soon appear. 
Perhaps, though, the most aston-
ishing aspect of DVSA’s MOT 
activities last year is how much 
profit they made through the 
MOT Testing Scheme – £27.8M, 
dwarfing the £12M profit they 
made the previous year. This 
from a Government Agency 

Gareth LLewellyn Chief 
Executive of the DVSA since 

March 2016 takes all the 
credit for the MOT Scheme’s 
performance in their recent 

Review, despite seriously 
letting Testing Stations down, 
and pocketing £28M for the 

Agency last year.   

(Continues on page 16)
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Next issue! (Nov ’17 – Jan ’18)
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1.  Government MOT policies – The Government’s MOT policies since 2005 have ensured that it is all but 
hit VTS sustainability   impossible for MOT Testing Stations to make a profit; allowing more 

businesses into the scheme, passing computer and training costs onto garages 
while failing to increase the MOT fee for seven years are all pushing businesses 
closer to insolvency – what is the DVSA Chief Executive doing about it?…

 DVSA makes £28m profit –  It appears that as a result of passing costs onto MOT Testing businesses, 
DVSA has been able to ramp up their own profits; their own figures show 
that those profits come from MOT Testing savings – transferring training costs to 
Testing Stations and using VEs to support their HGV activities. The MOT industry 
really should have its own leadership and representation inside DVSA…

4. Testing Times –  News from the MOT industry: Aside from the main issues arising from the front 
page items, Testing Times covers Insurance, MOT marketing calls and texts, and 
how consumer websites mis-represent the MOT when comparing it to a regular 
vehicle service…

8. Topical Tips –  MOT Club’s John Ashton notes that DVSA disciplinary activity is increasing, and 
furthermore, the goalposts seem to have been moved, unannounced. You may 
suddenly find yourself going from green to red!…

10. Readers’ Letters –  More letters from the Editor’s postbag – In this edition: Is a Tester safe to 
drive a customer’s un-taxed vehicle on road test? Can you refuse to Test a 
‘supercar’ if its value exceeds your insurance policy? Plus more on dampers, 
seat belts and struggling with rates and upgrades on falling revenues…

18. Spotlight On: –  Finance – You need to upgrade your premises/equipment to save money – but 
you’ve got no money! Here’s how finance works… 

20. DVSA and DfT News –  More news from the DVSA and the DfT – Revise MOT Guide, Training dates 
update, DfT News: 4-1-1 update, EC MOT Changes, a new Minister takes over…

24. Consultant’s Casebook –  More tips from MOT Consultant Eamonn Loney – Dealing with increasing 
activity from DVSA, Eamonn reports on how a ‘cold exhaust’ meant trouble for 
a client, how CCTV could save your bacon, and how “Loss of Repute” meant 
“Cessation” within 24 hours for an AE with FOUR Testing Stations…

26. PRODUCT REVIEW: –  ATLs – One of the ways to regain profitability is to invest in an ATL –a hefty 
investment, but one which will save money in the long run. Here’s a roundup of 
some of the best on the market… 
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MOT Workshop Magazine (free supplement)
4. New Products and Services – More news, new products and services from the MOT industry…
10. MOT Training  –  JIM PUNTER gives us a complete run-through of the new Training regulations 

introduced last year (reprinted from MOT Testing). 

16. Trade Directory –  UPDATED! The indispensable guide to tools & equipment suppliers!

Spotlight on…
Having challenged DVSA Chief Gareth 
Llewellyn on his management of the MOT 
Scheme, we have invited him to give his 
views and put his side of the narrative to 
our readers and the MOT industry generally. 
If, however, he declines, then we’ll shine 
our ‘Spotlight’ on the MOT industry’s 
trade bodies; what they do, and how 
they can help you run your Testing Station 

– especially those offering specialised 
services to AEs.
Product Review: 
For the next issue of MOT Testing we’ll be 
looking into DIAGNOSTICS. Diagnostics 
are a source of frustration for some 
garages, who are failing to come to terms 
with the technology – but will diagnostics 
soon be part of the MOT? We look at 

the latest trends in the market place and 
provide an insight into what is currently 
available from the main players.
DVSA & DfT Matters
Unless the DfT is completely in stasis due 
to Brexit, by the next issue (November 
2017) we should have news of the 
Department for Transport’s plans for 
changes to the MOT exemption for 
‘Vehicle of Historic Interest’ (VHIs) and, 
of especial interest to the whole of the MOT 
industry – what’s going to happen (or not!) 
about deferring a vehicles’ first MOT by a 
year (4-1-1).

PLUS: • Testing Times • Readers’ 
Letters • Consultant’s Casebook 
• Plus: MOT Workshop free 
supplement.
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TESTING TIMESM M 
What about the MOT Trade?

In the recently published Annual Review by 
DVSA, they proudly boast of their achieve-

ments over the year – extolling the virtues of 
their staff and how well everybody at DVSA has 

performed. They brag about 37.8 million MOT certificates 
they’ve issued and that 64,000 MOT Testers completed their 
annual assessment – but no mention of the fact that 99% 
those MOTs were all done by private businesses working 
on DVSA’s behalf, and that DVSA weren’t even involved in 
the Testers’ annual assessment, organised by the awarding 
bodies, the industry and the Testers themselves. In fact, the 
efforts of the MOT industry actually delivering those 37.8 
million MOT inspections of which DVSA seem so proud isn’t 
mentioned at all!

Testing Stations seriously let down by DVSA…
Recently an AE of a small group of Testing Stations installed a new 
test lane at one of his outlets. Keen to get it operational he per-
sonally took the documentation to DVSA’s area office, noted on 
the Government website. On arrival the office had closed (since 
February) with a note referring callers to the Office of National 
Statistics near Portsmouth – extending his journey to 63 miles. 
He drove there, but staff at the reception desk got no reply from 
the DVSA extension, although ultimately a DVSA man did arrive. 
He said he hadn’t answered the phone as it kept ringing and he 
couldn’t get any work done. Yet he was being made redundant, as 
was his colleague who dealt with paper work for new test lanes – 
and there’s a long back-log! 

Over recent years VOSA and DVSA have been closing area offices, 
but haven’t told the AEs at Testing Stations in those areas about 
it, or provided an alternative point of contact for administrative 
or issues which can’t be dealt with by the call centre. Its as if the 
new Chief Executive has just left the MOT Scheme to its own 
devices – so its just drifting along – with nobody in overall ‘charge’ 
and VEs being transferred to HGV testing duties, irrespective of 
the pressing need to visit Test Stations to improve Testing qual-
ity. And as seen in our lead article, the Government have already 
taken nearly £20,000 a year from every MOT Testing Station, and 

if 4-1-1 goes ahead that will increase to £26,000.

A ‘ghostly’ Chief Executive
What a contrast – DVSA make tens of millions of pounds profit 
every year (£40M over the last two years) from the MOT, whilst 
MOT garages have had the fee frozen for seven years. Why is 
Gareth Llewellyn, the new Chief Executive like a ghost in the 
background? He’s had ample opportunity to meet members of 
the MOT Trade at Trade User Group meetings, but hasn’t done 
so. Why hasn’t he been lobbying Government on our behalf – 
it’s the Testing Stations after all, who are doing the ‘heavy lifting’ 
for the MOT Scheme. Extra costs are loaded onto them by DVSA, 
and their revenue is squeezed – yet all Llewellyn does is to brag 
about how wonderful everything is. In my view he has some seri-
ous questions to answer:

•  Why haven’t you focussed your attention on the MOT – where 
are you?

•  When will you lobby the Minister at the Department for Trans-
port to increase the fee at least in line with inflation since 2010 
when it was last reviewed?

•  What are you going to do with all that extra money – cash we, 
as Test Stations have paid DVSA in slot fees?

•  What are you going to do to make sure that DVSA provide us with 
the service we have every right to expect – and have paid for?

•  Like it or not, we work on your behalf – so what are you doing 
to represent our interests and ensure our businesses are sus-
tainable?

•  Why is there no single manager responsible for the MOT Scheme 
with clear objectives to meet?

The MOT Testing Scheme doesn’t need a quiet man as a ghostly 
presence in the background, taking credit for the MOT’s contri-
bution to road safety whilst ‘pocketing’ nearly £40 million profit, 
raised on the backs of hard working AEs and Testers over the 
last two years, and without a word of acknowledgement of their 
efforts in DVSA’s Annual Review. 
The MOT Scheme needs a strong leader with clear objectives, pro-
viding purpose and vision not only to his staff at the DVSA, but to 
his ‘staff ’ out in Testing Stations actually delivering that key road 
safety service to those 29 million motorists. 

I
performed

Are you adequately insured?
This item is prompted by a letter we received, re-printed in our Letters to the 

Editor section, page 10. Here’s the conundrum. You have insurance both for 
risks to your customers’ vehicles while they are at your premises, and when you or 
your staff take them on the road for road tests either relating to service and repair 
or MOT Testing. You also have an obligation to inspect any vehicle presented to 
you for an MOT examination. One day a customer arrives with an expensive clas-
sic ‘supercar’ worth over £200,000 and says he wants it Tested. Yet your insurance 
cover is well below that figure for all and any vehicles you may have at your prem-
ises at any one time. What to do? 

At our editor’s Testing Station. A regular 
customer turned up with his E-Type Jag-
uar, worth over £100,000. This vehicle is 
MOT Tested every year – but its value has 
significantly increased over the last few 
years, well beyond inflation. On contact-
ing the insurance company they said that 
should the vehicle be written off whilst in 
the company’s custody and control, there 
would be a serious shortfall in the payout 
to the tune of about £30,000. The customer 
also owns a classic Ferrari Testarossa worth 
even more than the E-Type, which has to be 
taken on the road to conduct the brake test 
during an MOT. The extra premium to cover 
those vehicles would dwarf the income of 
two MOT Tests.

The average age of vehicles Tested at the 
garage is around 11years old – and the cur-
rent insurance cover is set for the most num-
ber of vehicles likely to be in the workshop 

at any time, with an average estimated value 
of about £20,000 each. The problem was dis-
cussed with the customer, who dismissed 
it, saying, “don’t worry, I’ve got the cars 
insured”. Well that’s no solution because 
his insurance company would ‘come calling’ 
for a settlement from the garage’s insurer 
in the event of a serious loss!

Ultimately the garage’s insurance broker 
came up with an innovative solution. He 
persuaded the insurer  to extend the ‘Public 
Liability’ cover of £5m for such situations, 
provided the vehicles were not left on the 
premises overnight.

So, don’t take it for granted that you’re 
insured for every car you MOT Test just 
because in your local area most vehicles are 
quite old. You never know who might turn 
up with a vehicle much more valuable than 
your insurance would pay out for should 
it be seriously damaged – and those exotic 
valuable vehicles will probably need their 
brakes checked on road test…!

And remember, you can’t refuse to Test a 
vehicle just because your insurance cover is 
inadequate… disciplinary action may result!

Are you adequately insured if your Tester 
has an accident in a ‘supercar’ while MOT 

road-testing its brakes?
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Statistics near Portsmouth – extending his journey to 63 miles.
He drove there, but staff at the reception desk got no reply from 
the DVSA extension, although ultimately a DVSA man did arrive.
He said he hadn’t answered the phone as it kept ringing and he 
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•  WWhhat are you going to do with all that extra money – cash we,
as Test Stations have paid DVSA in slot fees?

•  What are you going to do to make sure that DVSA provide us with 
the service we have every right to expect – and have paid for?

•  Like it or not, we work on your behalf – so what are you doing 
to represent our interests and ensure ouur r bubusisinenesssses are sus-
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◆  No MOT – no insurance? 
In an article in the Daily 
Telegraph it was noted that 
if you haven’t got a valid 
MOT your vehicle, “may be 
uninsured”. Well, whilst you 
would have thought that 
should apply, it may not be 
the case for all insurance 
companies. In around 
2010/11 whilst challenging 
the Government’s then idea 
of changing to two yearly 
MOTs, the Association of 
British Insurers (ABI) were 
asked if they would confirm 
that a vehicle without a 
valid MOT renders the driver 
uninsured. In fact they 
declined to confirm that 
was the case. Which seems 
somewhat perverse; you 
would have thought it would 
be in their interest to include 
in their vehicle policies a 
note that ‘no MOT’ means, 

‘no insurance!’. On the other 
hand if a vehicle without 
a valid MOT was found to 
be un-roadworthy in MOT 
terms following an accident 
and insurance claim, the 
insurers would probably be 
disinclined to pay out on 
that claim. So in practice 
the answer to the question, 

“does lack of MOT invalidate 
the insurance?” – is “Yes… 
and No!”.

◆  Police stop learner’s Driving 
Test – no MOT! A learner 
driver had been using a private 
Driving Instructor to learn to 
drive and attended the local 
DVSA Driving Test premises 
to do a driving test using the 
instructor’s vehicle. However, 
during the Test in Crooks 
Lane, Birmingham the white 
Ford Fiesta was pulled over 
by the police as they had 
been following the vehicle and 
discovered it was not insured, 
nor did it have a valid MOT. 
Fortunately for the student 
driver, however, the police 
decided that the problem 
was the responsibility of the 
instructor. They impounded 
the car and drove both the 
student driver and the Tester 
back to the test centre where 
they confiscated the instructor 
owner of the car’s ‘Approved 
Driving Instructor’ badge and 
impounded the vehicle.

◆  More expired MOTs? Recent 
research conducted by 
the Retail Motor Industry 
Federation and the Scottish 
Motor Trade Association 
found that over nine out 

Continues next page…

MOT news 
snippets MOT reminders – 

avoiding prosecution
Most people know about the ‘Telephone 

Preference Service’ (TPS) enabling any-
body, individuals and businesses to register 
as not wanting to receive unsolicited ‘mar-
keting calls’ to either a landline or a mobile 
telephone number. Then, once you’ve regis-
tered, companies continuing to call you are 
committing an offence and be liable to pros-
ecution by the Information Commissioners 
Office (ICO), responsible for the TPS scheme.

But what about telephone calls to your MOT 
customers a month before their MOT expires to 
remind them that they can have their car MOT 
Tested up to a month before expiry forward dat-
ing the new expiry? 

Well, unless you have ‘washed’ your call list 
against a list of people who have signed up to the 
TPS system (obtained from the ICO, at a price), 
eliminating their numbers from the call list, the 
call could be ‘marketing’ – and you could be liable 
to prosecution.

Do’s and Don’ts…
To clarify things we contacted TPS press office and 
spoke to Ed Owen. He said that if you’re making a 

‘marketing’ call, then first you must purchase the 
list of people registered with the TPS who might 
be on your intended ‘reminder’ list, and ensure 
they’re not called… and that list could be expen-
sive. For MOTs though you’d probably only need 
a shorter, cheaper list covering the post-codes in 
your catchment area. 

On the other hand, if the customer has posi-
tively ‘signed up’ to receive a reminder, then your 
call would be classed as a ‘solicited’ call, and not 
‘unsolicited’ so you would not be in breach of any 
regulation. 

So, what’s a ‘marketing ‘call? 
Owen noted that the definition of ‘marketing’, “is 
a grey area”. For example, if you say to your cus-
tomer, “this is the garage which MOT Tested your 
car last year calling to remind you that it will be 
due next month, but you can have it tested up to a 
month early”, and nothing more, it’s probably not 
a marketing call. But if you say, “Hi, this is Smith’s 
garage up the road; your MOT is due and we can 
do it half price if you bring it in before the end of 
next week.”, it is a ‘marketing call’, and unlawful 
if received by somebody who had registered with 
the TPS. These current rules, however, could be 
set to change.

‘Opting in’, ‘Opting out’ and new rules
Currently people must register with TPS to opt-
out of receiving calls – but that’s set to change 
to an opt-in system where nobody should get a 
marketing call unless they’ve said it’s OK. This 
could kill those telemarketing businesses who 
operate on an industrial scale – but would also 
probably exclude simple reminder calls for both 
MOT and vehicle service purposes which many 
customers probably see as being very helpful – 
especially regarding MOT reminders, despite not 
having specifically signed up to receive a reminder. 
However , you would definitely be OK if your cus-
tomer has agreed to receive a reminder for their 
MOT or service. 

Text reminders
We were also surprised to learn from Owen that 
sending a text reminder is also something of a 

‘no-no…’. Sending anything to customers by a text 
can only be done legitimately on an ‘opt-in’ basis – 
you must use an approved ‘opted in’ list of people 
who welcome marketing text offers, and a far as 
we understand, even sending an MOT reminder 
and mentioning the name of your garage could 
transgress the rules – but as Owen said about tele-
marketing, this is also something of a grey area. 

Simplistically; if you want to telephone your 
customers to remind them that their MOT is 
about to expire – keep it simple, make no offers 
and don’t even mention your garage’s name (they 
will probably remember anyway) – that way you’re 
probably on the right side of Owen’s “grey area” of 
the law. And avoid text reminders unless you’ve 
purchased an opt-in list from the TPS. 

On the other hand if your customers have 
specifically agreed to receive  reminders – by text, 
e-mail or telephone, then that reminder would be 
a ‘solicited’ call, but make sure you’ve got evidence 
that the customer has agreed to be contacted by 
you to remind them that their vehicle needs a 
service, or an MOT. 

If, however, you want to buy any appropriate 
list from the TPS, go to: www.tpsonline.org.uk

DVSA MOT reminders
Just before going to press, we heard from DVSA 
about a trial of an email and text reminder service 
they’re setting up, inviting people to be involved 
in the trial. In an associated blog, Neil Barlow, 
DVSA’s Service Manager says:

“At any one time, up to 28% of cars will be over-
due an MOT…” adding, “We want to make 
sure these vehicles get to you on time so that 
dangerous faults are found and drivers can get 
them fixed.”

That 28% figure is very surprising, representing 
over 8 million cars on the roads without a valid 
MOT. Yet there are very few prosecutions – why 
is that? Surely a defective car without an MOT 
endangers road safety just as much as a vehicle 
doing 35 mph in a 30 mph zone?

It will be interesting to see how well DVSA’s 
system works.

To use text reminders you must use a list of 
people who have ‘opted in’ unless they have 
ticked a box provided by you to indicate that 

they want to receive a text.

,,
BBrBrBritititisisishhh InInInInsususussurerererersrsrsrs ((((ABABABBABI)I)I)II) wwwwerererere eee 
asasaskekkekeddd d ififif tttheheheyyy y woowoulululddd d cocococonfnfnfnfiiririrm mm 
ththththatatat aaa vvvvehehhehiciciciiclelelele wwwwititititithhohohoh utututu aaa  
vavalililiddd MOMOMMOOTTT rereee dndndererss s thththt e ee drddrdriivivererer 
unununininiinsususurerereddd.d. IIIIIn nn faffafafactcttctt tttthhheheey y y y
dededecllclininineddedd ttto o o cococ nffnfnfiriirirm m m ththththatatat  
wawas s thhthe e e cacasesee. . WhWhWhicicich h h seseseemememss s 
sosomemewhwhatat pppererveversrsrse;e;e; yyyyououou  
wow ulldd hah ve thohougugghtht iit t wowoululd d 
bbebe iiin thhtheieiir iini tet rest to ini clude 
inininin ttttheheheheiriririr vvvvehehehehiciciciclelelele ppppololololicicicicieieieiessss aaaa 
note that ‘no MOT’ means, 

‘n‘nnooo inininsususurararancncnce!e!e!’’. OOOnnn thththeee otototheheherrr 
hand if a vehicle without 
a valid MOT was found to 
be un-roadworthy in MOT 
terms following an accident 
and insurance claim, the

pppp yyyy
cucucuststststomomoomerererers s ss a a a momomomontntntnth h h h bebebebefofofoforererere ttttheheheheiriririr MMMMOTOTOTOT eeeexpxpxpxpiriririreseseses tttto o o o 
rereemimimindndn tthehem m m m ththththatatatt ttthehehey y y y cacacacan n n n hahahahaveveveve ttttheheheheiriririr ccccarararar MMMMOTOTOTOT 
TeTeTeststststedededed uuuupppp totototo aaaa mmmmononononthththth bbbbefefefeforororore e e e exexexexpipipipiryryryry ffffororororwawawawardrdrdrd ddddatatatat----
inining g g g ththththe ee nenenenew w w w exexexexpipipipiryryryry????

WeWeWeWellllllll,, ununununlelelelessssssss yyyyouououou hhhhavavavaveeee ‘w‘w‘wwasasasashehehehed’d’d’d yyyyouououourrrr cacacacallllllll llllisisisistttt 
agagagagaiaiaiainsnsnsnstttt aaa a lilililistststst ooooffff pepepepeopopopoplelelele wwwwhohohoho hhhhavavavaveee sisisisigngngngnedededed uuuppp ttototo tttthehehehe 
TPTPTPTPSSS S sysysysyststststemememem ((((obobobobtatatataininininedededed ffffrorororommmm ththththeee ICICICICOOOO, aaaatttt aaaa prprprpriicicic )e)e)e),
elelelelimimimimininininatatatatinininingggg ththththeieieieirrrr nunununumbmbmbmbererererssss frfrfrfromomomom tttthehehehe ccccalalalalllll lilililistststst, ththththeeee 
cacacallllll cccouououldldld bbbee e ‘mmmmarararrkekekeketititit ngngngng’ –– ananananddd d yoyoyoyouuu u cocococoululululddd d bebebebe lllliaiaiaiablblblbleeee 
to prosecution.

Do’s and Don’ts…
TToT  clla iriffy thihiings we contacted TPS press office and 
spoke to Ed Owen. He said that if you’re making a 

‘marketing’ call, then first you must purchase the 
list of people registered with the TPS who might 
be on your intended ‘reminder’ list, and ensure 
they’re not called… and that list could be expen-

‘no-no…’. Sending anything to customers by a text 
can only be done legitimatele y y onon aan n ‘ooptp -in’ basis – 

ToTo uusese ttexexext t reremimindndndererers s s yoyoyouuu mumumuststt uusese aa llisist t ofoff  
people who have ‘opted in’ unless they have
ticked a box provided by you to indicate that 

they want to receive a text.
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of ten (91%) of garages 
have reported an increase 
in the number of vehicles 
presented for MOT on which 
the MOT had expired. It 
is believed that this may 
be due to there no longer 
being a paper tax disc 
which clearly indicated 
when a vehicle needed to 
be re-taxed – a historical 
trigger for many motorists 
that their MOT was also 
due. Another interesting 
comment from garage 
owners responding to the 
survey was that whilst they 
sent MOT reminders to their 
customers, they believed it 
should be the Government’s 
responsibility. That’s 
something of a surprise 

– after all it is an ideal 
opportunity to communicate 
beneficially with your 
customers for a perfectly 
valid reason; much better 
than mailers or advertising! 
Nevertheless, it is a classic 
example of a change by one 
part of Government – ending 
the issuing of tax discs – 
having an unexpected effect 
elsewhere with motorists 
unwittingly forgetting when 
their MOT expired.

◆  Driving instructor’s car 
seized by police: A student 
driver was taking her driving 
test in Birmingham when she 
was pulled over by a police 
car on the basis that the car 
had no insurance or MOT. 
Everything was going well for 
the student up to that time. 
Initially the student thought that 
she had committed a traffic 
offence, but in fact the police 
had noted that the vehicle had 
no insurance, and also did not 
have a valid MOT certificate. 
Unfortunately, however, the 
student driver, up to that point 
had pleased the examiner, but 
hadn’t completed the minimum 
time needed for the examiner 
to give her a pass. The police 
gave both the student and the 
examiner a lift back to the test 
centre, and the instructor who 
owned the vehicle was taken 
back to the vehicle and told it 
would be seized – the police 
also took possession of the 
instructor’s ‘Advanced Driving 
Instructor’ badge.

◆  Used car buyers insist 
on a valid MOT: In recent 
research carried out by the 
RAC Dealer Network, and 
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Servicing and the MOT 
– misinformation?

A recent article in the ‘Cars & Motoring’ section of “This is 
Money” magazine and reproduced in other areas of the 

press ran the headline: “Motorists could save £2 billion a year by 
getting their car MOT Tested ahead of their annual service, research 
claims.”

They cited research from 
‘Motoreasy’, a web based busi-
ness offering services to motor-
ists who, surveyed the hourly 
labour cost of vehicle servic-
ing nationwide and found, on 
average it is £77 an hour. They 
concluded that if failure items 
are discovered during an MOT, 
it would reduce the time taken 
during a service when tech-
nicians discover those same 
defects – which they estimated 
as about an hour. In a state-
ment on that idea, the founder 
of Motoreasy, Duncan McClure 
said:

“The problem is that, even 
if you get faults repaired as a 
result of the service, you’ll still 
have to pay for the MOT anyway 
because it is a legal obligation 
for all vehicles”. 

So by multiplying that £77 
‘saved hour’ by the annual num-
ber of MOTs – about 28 million 

– Motorease get that £2billion 
overall saving. By that logic it 
follows that if the car passes 
the MOT, all items inspected 
during a service, which are the 
same as those inspected for an 
MOT, needn’t be re-checked 
during a service – which is pure 
nonsense!

Misleading… 
This misleading linking of a 
service and an MOT as being 
equivalent is a common miscon-
ception, and must be challenged. 
The inspections are different, 
and to different standards! 

All Testers are taught during 
MOT Training that the MOT isn’t 
a service, it’s to a minimal safety 
standard – ‘just acceptable’ tyre 
tread depth, or brake pad thick-
ness for example, would be 
replaced during a service. So 
a vehicle having a recent MOT 
pass will still need the same 
items checked during a service 
because the inspection is to a 
different standard!

Some overlap
There is some overlap between 
an MOT and a service. Lights 
and signalling are checked dur-
ing both inspections, generally 
the lights either work, or they 
don’t. But whilst headlamp func-
tion is inspected during a ser-
vice, headlamp aim isn’t. And 
how long does it take to check 
the lights and signals during a 

service – ten minutes at most? 
Certainly not an hour!

Vehicles’ brakes are checked 
at MOT and during a service. 
But at MOT it’s only a perfor-
mance and safety check, during 
servicing, however, the wheels 
are removed and the brakes 
checked more thoroughly.

In different ways the MOT 
and service inspections are each 
more extensive than the other! 
An MOT inspection checks all 
the steering and suspension 
joints as well as the wheel bear-
ing to ensure they’re ‘safe’, that’s 
not necessarily done during a 
service. Whilst some service 
items checked, aren’t in the 
MOT – filters, spark plugs, tyre 
pressures, and the condition 
and pressure of the spare wheel 
(if fitted) as just some examples.

MOT first…
In fact MOT and service inspec-
tions are complimentary. A full 
service doesn’t guarantee an 
MOT pass, and a passed MOT 
doesn’t mean that all items 
won’t need inspecting and 
changing during a service. 

Motorists are best advised to 
get an MOT and service at the 
same time at the same garage, 
and have the MOT done first. 
Then if it fails, and the repairs 

are a bit costly, the owner could 
get those done first deferring the 
service to a later date when their 
bank balance has recovered!

Motoreasy aren’t exactly 
wrong – but they are not exactly 
right either! Regular servicing 
and an annual MOT are compli-
mentary, but not exchangeable 
as they suggest…

Unfortunately the motoring 
public reading the headlines 
will get entirely the wrong idea. 
We’re surprised the DVSA Press 
Office haven’t picked up on this 
and issued a statement chal-
lenging Motoreasy’s misinfor-
mation!

Confusion
Motoreasy’s assertion that 
motorists could save money by 
having their vehicle MOT Tested 
first so that some service inspec-
tions aren’t needed, thus reduc-
ing labour costs during a service, 
seriously misleads motorists.

It causes unnecessary prob-
lems for garages offering both 
MOT Testing and vehicle servic-
ing to their customers by over-
simplifying the situation.

The differences between an 
MOT and a service are complex 
and sometimes quite subtle. By 
causing confusion Motoreasy 
are doing no favours to motor-
ists, and making it even harder 
for honest garages providing 
a quality service to their cus-
tomers to maintain their good 
reputation.

During a service, with the suspension hanging and the wheels 
off, braking problems undetectable during an MOT inspection 

become apparent, whilst some suspension and steering 
problems are less likely to be detected.

ththththatatatat ttttheheheheiriririr MMMMOTOTOTOT wwwwasasasas aaaalslslslsoo o o 
dudududuee.ee. AAAAnonononoththththerererer iiiintntntntererereresesesestitititingngngng  
cocococommmmmmmmenenenentt t t frfrfrfromomomom ggggararararagagagageee e 
owowowowneneneersrsrsrs rrrresesesespopopopondndndndinininingg g g totototo tttthehehehe  
susususurvrvrvrveyeyeyey wwwwasasasas tttthahahahattt t whwhwhwhililililstststst ttttheheheheyyyy 
sesesesentntntnt MMMMOTOTOTOT rrrrememememinininindedededersrsrsrs ttttoooo ththththeieieieirrrr 
cucucucuststststomomomomererererssss, ttttheheheheyyy bebebebelilililievevevevedededed iiiitttt 
shshshshououououldldldld bbbbeeee ththththeeee GoGoGoGovevevevernrnrnrnmememementntntnt’s’s’ss 
rerererespspspspononononsisisisibibibibililililitytytyty. ThThThThatatatat’s’s’ss 
sosososomemememeththththinininingggg ofofofof aaaa ssssururururprprprprisisisiseeee 

– after ala l itt iis s anan iidedealal  
oppo trtunitity tot  communicate 
beneficic allyyy wwitith h yoyoy urur 
customers for a perfectly 
valid reason; much better 
than mailers or advertising! 
Nevertheless, it is a classic 
example of a change by one 
part of Government ending

ggg ,,,,
avavavererereragagagage e e  itititit iiis s s £77£7£7£77 7 7 7 anananan hhhhouououour.r.r.r TTTTheheheheyy y y 
cococoncncnclulul dededed d d ththhhatatatat iif f f fafafailililurururure e e e ititititemememems s s s
ararare e e e dididid scscscscovovovovererereredededed ddddururururininining g g g anananan MMMMOTOTOTOT,,,,
ititit wwwwouououo ldldldd rrrredededducucucucee ee ththththee e e titititimemememe ttttakakakakenenenen 
dudududuriririringngngng aaaa sssserererervivivivicececece wwwwhehehehennnn tetetetechchchch---
ninininiciciciciananananssss didididiscscscscovovovoverererer tttthohohohosesesese sssamamamameeee 
dedededefefefefectctctctssss –––– whwhwhwhicicicichhhh ththththeyeyeyey eeeeststststimimimimatatatatedededed 
asasasas aaaaboboboboutututut aaaannn n hohohohourururur.. InInInIn aaaa sssstatatatatetetete---
memementntnt ooonn n thththatatatt iiidededed a,a,a,a, tttthehehehe ffffououououndndndnderererer  
of Motoreasyy, Duncan McClure 
sasaidididid:

“The pproblem is that, even
ififf you get ffaultlts repaired as a 
result of the service, you’ll still 
have to pay for the MOT anyway 
because it is a legal obligation
for all vehicles”.

So by multiplying that £77 

yyyy ,,, ggg
seseseservrvrvrvicicicicininining,g,g,g, hhhhowowowoweveveveverererer,,,, ththththee e e whwhwhwheeeeeeeelslslsls 
arararareeee rerereremomomomovevevevedd d d anananandd d d ththththeeee brbrbrbrakakakakeseseses 
chchchchececececkekekekedd d d momomomorererere tttthohohohororororougugugughlhlhlhlyy.y.y.

InInInIn ddddififififfefefefererererentntntnt wwwwayayayayssss ththththeeee MOMOMOMOTTTT 
anananandddd seseseservrvrvrviiciciceee ininininspsppspecececectitititionononsss s ararareee eaeaea hchchch
momomomorererere eeexttxtxtenenen isisisiveveveve tttthhahahannn ththththeee ototothehheher!r!r! 
AnAnAnAn MMMMOTOTOTOT iiiinsnsnspepepe tctctctiioioionnn chhchchecececkskksks aallllllll 
ththththeeee ststststeeeeeeeeriririringngngng aaaandndndnd ssssususususpepepepensnsnsiioioionnn 
jojojojoinininintstststs aaaassss wewewewellllllll aaaassss ththththeeee whwhwhwheeeeeeeellll bebebebearararar--
ing gg tot  ensnsure e ththeyeyyy’rre e ‘ssafafe’e ,,, ththatata ’ss 
not necessarily done during a 
servr ice.e. WWhihilslst t sosomeme sserervivicece 
items checked, aren’t in the 
MOT – filters, spark plugs, tyre 
pressures, and the condition
and pressure of the spare wheel 
(if fitted) as just some examples.

yy ggg
pupupupublblblblicicicic rrrreaeaeaeadidididingngngng tttthehehehe hhhheaeaeaeadldldldlinininineseseses  
wiwiwiwillllllll ggggetetetet eeeentntntntiriririrelelelelyyyy ththththeee e wrwrwrwronononongggg idididideaeaeaea...
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OfOfOfOffififificececece hhhhavavavavenenenen’t’ttt ppppicicicickekekekedddd upupupup oooonn n n ththththisisisis 
ananandddd iiisissususueddeded aaa ssstattatatettetememementtntnt ccchhahahall-l-l-
lellengngggiiiningg g MMoMototottorereasasy’y’’y’ss miimimi isisisi fnfnfnforororor---
mamatitititionon!!!

CoCoCoConfnfnfnfususususioioioionnnn
MoMoMotototorereeasasasy’yyy sss asasasseses rtrtioion that 
motorists could save money by 
hahaavivivingngng tttheheheiririr vvvehehe icicclele MMOTOTO TTesesteted 
first so that some service inspec-
tions aren’t needed, thus reduc-
ing labour costs during a service, 
seriously misleads motorists.

It causes unnecessary prob-
lems for gararagageses oofff ering both
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ENGINE AND AUTO 
TRANSMISSION DETOX 
MACHINES FROM EDT 
AUTOMOTIVE
MULTI AWARD WINNING MACHINES
RATED 9.6 ON
PAY AS YOU USE MACHINES
NO CAPITAL OUTLAY
GENERATES BOTH PROFIT AND 
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

T: 01233 712341
E: info@edtautomotive.com

www.edtautomotive.com

25 7550

PROFIT EXAMPLE
ENGINE TREATMENTS COMPLETED PER MONTH

3 MONTHS 
MINIMUM PROFIT £3,750 £11,250£7,500 £15,000

100

Call
01233 712341 for a demo!MI

Call
01233

712341
for a demo!

Up to 26% improvement 
in fuel economy

Increase in power 
and 7ftlb torque

69%

Lowering CO 
emissions by an 
average of 69% 

Visibly cleaner 
oil after use 

Providing a smoother, 
quieter engine

26%

Preventing 
premature 
engine wear 

6bhp
up to

18775

EXCELLENT 9.6
from 0 - 10

 

 

e: sales@li masterltd.com   t: 01420 549038    

w: www.li masterltd.com   f: facebook.com/Li masterLtd 

25 + ATL & OPTL op ons, including: 4-post li s, scissor li s or pit 
applica ons. 

Approved for Class 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 & 7 MOT tes ng. 

Standard 2 year parts and labour 
warranty on all MOT equipment.  

Fully upgradeable brake  
testers (Class 4 & 7) from OPTL 
to ATL without addi onal 
groundworks.  

Fully upgradable. Your OPTL or 
ATL brake tester can incorporate 
a suspension and side slip tester to complement your exis ng 
MOT test lane. This will maximise your diagnos c capability and 
profits. 

Li master’s experienced area sales managers will provide  
professional CAD layout drawings and assistance with your 
applica on to DVSA.  
 

Our ATL & OPTL Equipment  
packages comprise of: 

4 post li , scissor li  or pit 

Roller brake tester 

Headlamp beam tester 

Jacking Beam  

Complete MOT accessories 
package 

Emissions Tester 

JACKING BEAMS

.Privately owned 100% British company.Choice of manual or air hydraulic power pack.Pressure relief valve (prevents overloading).Hose burst valve (avoids accidental lowering).Support arms made to suit all makes of lift

2 tonne for class 4 MOT
2.8 tonne for class 7 MOT

CHOOSE
MAJORLIFT

FOR QUALITY
AND SAFETY

Majorlift Hydraulic Equipment Ltd.
Arnolds Field Estate . Wickwar . Wotton-Under-Edge GL12 8JD . England

T (+44) (0)1454 299299
F (+44) (0)1454 294003 . E info@majorlift.com 

www.majorlift.com   



DVSA are now back to undertaking Site Assessments and 
it is becoming apparent that changes have been made 

which Testing Stations should be aware of. In the past if 
the RAG score was below 300 you could expect to be in the 
Green. Evidence is to hand of a score of 340 being Red. DVSA 
do not publish the bands where the scores change, but it is 
obvious that they have been considerably reduced. To remind 
you, this is what happens to Testing Stations depending on 
whether your garage is in the Red, Amber or Green:

Green – a DVSA visit every 
three years
Amber – a DVSA visit every 
eighteen months
Red – a DVSA visit every six 
months.

There is also evidence that the 
score allocation has changed, 
making accumulations higher. 
Below are some tips to take note 
of to ensure that your VTS is 
up to DVSA standards where 
possible.

Out of your control
There are some areas on the 
Site Assessment Report you can’t 
change, but nevertheless can 
result in your getting a higher 
‘risk score’. For example:

Disciplinary History
If the VTS has fallen foul of dis-
ciplinary action in the last five 
years and received a standard 
Formal Warning, 105 points are 
allocated no matter whether 
it was yesterday, last year or 5 
years ago.

Question Area 1 – Vehicle 
Age
Should you be running a VTS 
that has a lot of old vehicle being 
presented and the average age 
is over 12 years old, you will 
be awarded a score of 104.9. 
Remember you are not allowed 
to refuse to Test on age alone!

Things you can do…
In some respects you can mini-
mize your ‘risk score’ with a lit-
tle effort and minimal expense 
for example

Question Area 4 – System 
Security
Should, when the DVSA under-
take their Assessment visit, they 
see Tester’s cards lying around 
and passwords and pin num-
bers written down, and also 
have evidence that replacement 
cards are being ordered above 
the national average – on these 
issues a maximum additional 

score of 77.2 is available to them 
to put against you.

Question Area 6 – Test Fee 
Discounts 
If evidence of discounting up 
to 50% is seen, an extra score 
of 78.6 can be allocated.
Question Area 9 – Vehicle 

Documents and Handover
On this, reference to the Guide 
to Risk Assessment is made – 
if no system is found for the 
retention of emissions print outs, 
processes are seen for retain-
ing documents together and 
are retrievable, and there is no 
proper vehicle hand over pro-
cess – this can result in an added 
score mark up of 135.2

Question Area 10 – Scheme 
Changes
This is an area that a lot of 
NTs and VTSs are falling foul 
of as it involves the MTS (MOT 
Testing Service) system. When 

the system was introduced in 
September 2015 it was, as DVSA, 
admitted a “minimum viable 
product” and committed them-
selves to a program of adding 
systems and processes on a con-
tinual basis. Whilst much has 
been achieved, this question 
area is to establish how famil-
iar you are with the changes 
and their use. Do you use the 
Test Logs, update profiles, add 
and remove personnel regularly, 
can you access Special Notices 
and how do you ensure they are 
communicated? The list grows 
almost daily but if you are not 
familiar, a potential additional 
Risk Score of 89 is available to 
the VE.

Don’t drop into the ‘Red 
zone’!
It can therefore be seen how 
easy it is to drop into the Red 
zone and receive six-monthly 
visits – detailed above are only 
five of the 19 Question Areas that 
a VTS will be subject to and a 
score of 484.9 could be achieved 
with yet another additional 14 
questions to be asked, and this 
is excluding any Disciplinary 
History.

It is recommended to refer 
again to the Site Assessment 
Scoring Guide published by 
the DVSA and available on line. 
Do not let complacency set 
in because you have not had 
an Assessment for over five 
years – you could be next as 
VEs are back and active with 
the resources of re-examining a 
recently Tested vehicle, or pre-
senting vehicles with known 
faults, both of which can lead 
directly to disciplinary action.

It is no good complaining 
about DVSA as all they are doing 
is trying to ensure the safety on 
the roads and have been remiss 
in their absence in recent years. 

– please do not let our industry 
down.

Should you require further 
assistance or any guidance 
regarding the above, contact 
the MOT Club on 
01934 - 421335
or visit our website: 
www.themotclub.com 
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The AE’s quarterly bulletin from 
MOT industry experts

John Ashton
Director,

MOT Club

Do not let 
complacency set 
in because you 
have not had an 
Assessment for 
over five years…

reported by Scots Autoscene 
it was discovered that of 
the key things used car 
buyers want when buying 
a vehicle, a valid MOT 
and a warranty scheme 
came out joint top with 
82% of people surveyed 
putting them first. The next 
highest was that the car 
should be prepared to ‘a 
high standard’, required 
by 76% of respondents, 
with a 56% and 57% of 
purchasers wanted the 
suppler to adhere to a 
recognised code of practice 
and offer a ‘money back’ 
guarantee respectively. 
Whilst this clearly shows 
the confidence that 
motorists have in the 
MOT Testing Scheme, it 
also indicates a degree of 
misunderstanding of the 
MOT being an inspection 
to a ‘minimum safety’ 
standard. On the other hand, 
however, motorists may 
well be placing a lot of their 
confidence in the advisory 
notes found on most MOT 
pass certificates.

◆  Online MOT, repair/
maintenance reference 
websites on the increase: 
Simply judging by the sales 
e-mails received at our editor’s 
MOT garage there has been 
a significant increase in the 
number of online organisations 
offering to direct MOT sales 
as well as repair and servicing 
jobs to your MOT testing and 
service/repair businesses. 
Our own editor’s experience 
was not very beneficial.  After 
subscribing to one of these 
organisations, he said, “it’s 
like a Dutch auction with the 
lowest bidder getting the 
business… and sometimes 
there’s no business at all.” 
Apparently the local motor 
factors weren’t too happy 
either as they were quoting 
a number of local repairers 
for spares to do the same 
job, then finding that nothing 
happened because the 
customer had got it done 
somewhere else altogether. 
As more of these sites spring 
up, it gets increasingly 
difficult to make an informed 
decision as to which service 
to use. Perhaps as the market 
matures, it will get easier to 
identify and choose the best 
performing sites.

MOT news 
snippets

Continued from previous page…

Make sure you pay attention 
to how the risk assessment 
scoring system has changed, 
to avoid falling unexpectedly  
from the green zone into the 

red .

yyy yyy
yoyoyoyou,u,u,u, tttthihihihihis s s isiisiss wwwwhahahahat t t haahahahappppppppenenenenssss tottototo TTTTesesesestitittingngngng SSSStatatatatitititionononons s s s dedededepepepependndndndinininingggg onononon 
whhwhwhetethehher r yoyoyoyoururur ggggarara agagagage e e e isisiss iiiinn n ththththe e ee ReReReRed,d,d,d, AAAAmbmbmbmberererer oooorrr r GrGrGrGreeeeeeeen:n:n:n:

GrGrGreeeeeeeennnn –– aaaa DDDDVSVSVSVSAA A A vivivivisisisisitt t t evevevevererereryyy y 
ththththrererereeeee yeyeyeyeararararssss
AmAmAmAmbebebeberrrr ––– aaaa DDDDVSVSVSVSAAAA vivivivisisisisitttt evevevevererereryyyy 
eieieieighghghghteteteteenenenen mmmmononononththththssss
ReReReRedd d d –––– aaa a DVDVDVDVSASASASA vvvvisisisisitititit eeeeveveveveryryryry ssssixixixix 
momomontntnthshshs...

ThhThTherere iiis alllso evidididence tthahh t hthe 
score allocation has changged,,
makiking accumullatioi ns higher.
Below are some tips to take note 
of to ensure that your VTS is
up to DVSA standards where 
possible.

ppp , ,,,
adadadadmimimimittttttttedededed aaaa ““mimimimininininimumumumummmm viviviviabababablelelele  
prprprprododododucucucuct”t”tt aaaandndndnd ccccomomomommimimimittttttttedededed tttthehehehem-m-m-m
seseseselvlvlvlveseseses ttttoooo aaaa prprprprogogogograrararamm m m ofofofof aaaaddddddddinininingg g g 
sysysyyststststememememsss anananandddd prprprprococococesesesessesesesessss onononon aaaa cccconononon---
titititinununu lalalal bbbbasasasisisiis. WhWhWhWhililililsttstst mmmucucuchhhh hahahahassss 
bbbebeenen aa hhchchieieiievevedddd, ttthihihihiss quququesesestitititionononon 
arareaea iiiss totto ee tstst bbabablilililishhshsh hhhhowowow ffffamamamilililil---
iiaiaiarr yoyoyouuu arareee iiwiwithththth tttthhehehe ccchahahahangngngngeseseses 
anananandddd ththththeieieieirrrr ususususeeee. DDDDoooo yoyoyoyouuuu ususususeeee ththththeee e 
TeTeTeststst LLLogogoggs,s,s,, uuupdpdpdp atatatee prprprp ofilese ,, add
and remove personnel regularlyl , 
cacacan n n yoyoyouuu acacaccececessssss SSpepepp cicic alal NNototicicese
and how do you ensure they are 
communicated? The list grows
almost daily but if you are not 
familiar, a potential additional
Risk Score of 89 is available to 
the VE.

bybybyby 77776%6%6%6% oooof f f f rerererespspspsponononondedededentntntntss,s,s,  
wiwiwiwithththth aaaa 55556%6%6%6% aaaandndndnd 55557%7%7%7% oooofff f f 
pupupupurcrcrcrchahahahasesesesersrsrsrs wwwwanananantetetetedd d d ththththee e e 
sususus pppppppplelelelerr r r totototo aaaadhdhdhdherererereee e totototo aaaa 
rerererecocococogngngngnisisisisedededed ccccododododeee e ofofofof pppprarararactctctcticiciciceee e 
anananandddd ofofofoffefefeferrrr aaaa ‘m‘m‘mmononononeyeyeyey bbbbacacacack’k’k’k  
guguguguararararananananteteteteeeee rerererespspspspecececectitititivevevevellylyly. 
WhWhWhWhililililstststst tttthihihihissss clclclcleaeaeaearlrlrlrlyyyy shshshshowowowowssss 
ththththeeee cocococonfnfnfnfididididenenenencececece tttthahahahatttt 
momomomototototoririririststststsss s hahahahaveveveve iiiinnnn ththththeeee 
MOT TeT ststining g g ScSchehememe, , , itit 

lalso iinddici attes a ddegree off 
misunderersttanandidingngg oof f ththe e 
MOM T T being an inspection 
to a ‘minimum safety’ 
standard. On the other hand, 
however, motorists may 
well be placing a lot of their 
confidence in the advisory
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●  MOT Tester Training
●  MOT Centre Manager 

Training - 2 day course
●  ATA Training - 2 day course
●   Continuous Professional 

Development (CPD)

Annual Assessment 
Average Score - 90% 

100% Satisfied 
Students 

See our website for 2017/18 Locations and Dates  

Book through the website or call 0330 400 4163 

MOT Annual Training Courses held in 
venues around England and Wales local 

to you - using only ex-VOSA trainers 

Over 40 years e
xperience 

in MOT Tr
aining  

Trade-in given 
on a Tapley or 
Bowmonk 
mechanical 
decelerometer 
when you purchase
a BrakeCheck

Bowmonk Ltd, Diamond Road, Norwich, NR6 6AW
T: +44 (0)1603 485 153  E: info@bowmonk.com

www.bowmonk.com

BrakeCheck Portable Brake Tester

Supporting business growth
through better  nance solutions

Specialists in the garage & MOT sector

t: 0161 633 2548
e: info@pmdbusiness  nance.co.uk
w: www.pmdbusiness  nance.co.uk
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MOT Road Test – vehicle 
untaxed…
Although I know that a vehicle 
presented for MOT need not 

have valid road tax – what is 
the situation if I need to take a 
vehicle for a road test during its 
MOT inspection, and the vehicle 

excise duty (road tax) has not 
been paid? Am I covered for that 
if stopped by a police?

Richard Buckland, Tester

Initially we asked the DVSA for a 
response to this question. They for-
warded the letter to the DVLA, who 
responded:

“Further to the email from my col-
leagues in DVSA, I can confirm that an 
untaxed vehicle can be driven to and 
from a pre-arranged MOT Test. MOT 
Testers would also be able to drive the 
vehicle on the road as part of the MOT 
inspection”.

That’s a reassuring answer, but it’s 
surprising that this issue hasn’t 
been raised before in the maga-
zine - Ed.

Are you struggling?
Firstly, thank you for the trouble 
you and your team go to to pro-
duce the magazine and website. 
It is my best source of info for 
the business. Having just read 
the headline article I feel moved 
to write to you now before I get 
interrupted.

I have run my garage for over 
24 years and the company has 
been in existence since 1982. I 
used to employ three Testers and 
always had trainees. Since the last 
fee increase in 2010 my business 
has been bought to the very edge 
of bankruptcy. We deregistered 
fromVAT in 2015. (I have a wind-
ing up hearing later this year).

The business has been 
ruined by the fact that as I’m 
in a relatively wealthy area 
near Sevenoaks in Kent a 
huge number of our custom-
ers initially took advantage of 
the ‘scrappage’ schemes, and 
then have carried on with PCP 
type purchases. There is also 
resistance to spend much on 
older cars. People will scrap a 
car for the cost of a clutch or 
ECU repair.

I now work alone, doing 
both repairs MOTs and the 
office work. The rent has gone 
from £900 in 2010 to £1,600 now, 
the recent reduction in the busi-
ness rate is too little too late, we 
had small business relief so 
it has gone from £154 to zero 
which is a p*** in the wind so 
to speak. I don’t need to tell you 
as a garage owner about all the 
other costs of running a garage 

I am always amused by sales 
calls, but got one recently from 
the manufacturer of our emis-
sion equipment informing me 
that as they no longer wished to 
support my machine, that I must 
upgrade. I asked the lady where 
she thought I would get £5,000 
from? She didn’t like that…   

 Name and address with-
held on request.

Whilst this is a sad letter, I suspect 
it is not uncommon. As can be seen 
by our front-page article, the num-
ber new Testing Stations is rising 

Readers’ Letters
Star Letter 

The writer gets FREE SUBSCRIPTION to MOTT&AE FOR A YEAR for this letter.
Let us have your letter now – you could win a year’s free subscription worth £30.

Am I underinsured?
Dear Sir,
The issue is that as a Class 4 MOT station, we 
must be able to carry out an MOT on any Class 
4 vehicle presented providing that our equipment 
will handle the presented vehicle. (Excluding 
buses that are now motor homes being Class 4 
vehicles). 

There are specific reasons as to why we can 
refuse to carry out an MOT, one of them is not 
because the value of our insurance policy does 
not cover, for example, a Lambourghini that 
once belonged to Rod Stewart!

With an upper limit on our policy of £20K, 
prestigious cars are not covered. I have just had a 
talk with the service manager at Ryebrook Jaguar 
(main dealer) explaining the new insurance cover 
and his reply is that they can no longer use us for 
MOT Tests because an XK 8 for first MOT has a 
value of £40K. 

My initial thoughts are:
• Who can you use to carry out an MOT with the 
insurance cover on cars of high value? 

• How frequent are we going to have an ‘XK 8’ in 
our possession for a £40 MOT fee?

• The service manager also stated that his cus-
tomers’ cars are not covered by their insurance 
when on my works premises.
Having pondered a little my views are;

• What is an Insurance Company’s view regarding 
MOT Test insurance cover when all cars must be 
insured to carry out an MOT?

‘Prestigious prices’ is not in the MOT Guide 
as a reason to refuse an MOT.

Discount Testing. If a garage carries out a 
Test below the recommended price. £54.85 Class 

4 at time of writing. The vehicle is damaged or 
stolen for example. A claim is made on the car. 
Would the ‘pay-out’ now be adjusted in line with 
the percentage discount of the MOT?

My own answer as a ‘responsible MOT Test 
Station’ is:

• The presented car for MOT must be booked in 
with a specific time.

• The presented car must be parked in the allo-
cated MOT parking space that we must provide 
whilst waiting for the Test Lane.

• If the agreed price is at a discount then the pre-
senter must be aware that the Garage Insurance 
Cover is affected and that they must have their 
own cover should any loss arise during the MOT.

• The presented vehicle must be removed from 
the MOT garage within a ‘reasonable time’ after 
the MOT unless the car is now booked in for 
repair work.

• Only ‘Full Price’ MOTs’ can be fully covered 
upon the MOT Station insurance policy.

I would appreciate your thoughts.
Regards
Robert Walker MIMI

This was of interest to me as I also faced this particu-
lar dilemma at my own VTS. As it was also of wider 
interest there’s a piece on this in Testing Times (see 
page 4). With respect to Robert’s own speculation 
as to how the problem should be tackled, I think his 
views are unlikely to be accepted in practical terms 
by DVSA/DfT – but the real answer surely, is for 
the Minister and his officials at the Department for 
Transport to take this situation on board, consider the 
cost implications and build an increase in the fee to 
account for the problem. Ed. 

At any time a customer could turn up at your MOT garage with a very valuable car – would you 
be insured if this Testarossa, which could be worth over £200,000 turned up to be MOT Tested? 

ArAArArAree e e yoyoyoyou u u ststststrururuugggggggglililingngngng????
FiFiFiFirsrsrsrstltltltly,y,y,y, tttthahahahanknknknk yyyyouououou ff f forororor tttthehehehe ttttrorororoubububblelelee   
yoyooyouuuu ananananddd d yoyoyoyourururur tttteaeaeaeammm m gogogogo ttttoooo totototo pppprorororo-
dudududucececece tttthehehehe mmmmagagagagazazazazinininineeee ananananddd d wewewewebsbsbsbsitititite.e.e.e. 
ItItIt iiisss mymymmy bbbbesessestttt sosososoururururcecece ooooffff inininfofoofo fffororror  
ththththeee e bubububusisisisinenenenessssssss. HaHaHaHavivivivingngngng jjjjusususustttt rererereadadadad 
ththhtheeee heheheeadadadadlililinenenene aaaartrtrtrticiciciclelelele IIII ffffeeeeeeeelll momomomovevevedd dd 
tototo wwwririritetete tttooo yoyoyouuu nononowww bebebefofoforerere III gggetetet 
interrupppted.

I have run my garage ffor over 
2424 yyyeaearsrs aandd the como papp nyy has
been in existence since 1982. I I
used to employ three Testers and
always had trainees. Since the last 
fee increase in 2010 my business 
has been bought to the very edge 
of bankrupuptctcy.y. WWe e deregistered At any time a customer could turn up at your MOT garage with a very valuable car – would you 
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faster than the number of MOTs, 
and if 4-1-1 Testing is adopted it 
will get even worse. The price has 
been frozen for years and years and 
extra costs transferred to garages 
from DVSA. Unless the fee is 
increased and soon it’s going to be 
a familiar tale. I’ve also heard that 
with increasingly complex com-
puter systems in cars, many smaller 
garages, unable to ‘keep-up’ with 
the diagnostics on modern vehi-
cles, are becoming an MOT Testing 
Station to provide an additional rev-
enue stream. Unfortunately, how-
ever, neither the officials at DfT, nor 
the politicians understand what is 
happening, so VTS numbers will 
continue to increase. Ed.

Dear Sir,
I was told by someone at the 
DVL A that old MOTs are 
archived somewhere. He con-
nected me to VOSA at the time, 
but I got through to a young per-
son who denied everything. 

In short, do you know where 
the MOTs for the 1970-80s are 
kept? I need some information 
for my old Morris van. 

Many thanks, 
Steve McCarthy

We asked DVSA about this who 
said:

“DVSA do not keep hard 

copy or electronic MOT records 
from that period. For up to date 
information about MOT history, 
after 2005, on a particular vehi-
cle please visit the government 
website https://vehicleenquiry.ser-
vice.gov.uk/ViewVehicle”.

 
Given the query was about 1970 

– 1980 vehicles, DVSA’s response 
is as much use to our reader as a 
chocolate tea-pot! Why didn’t they 
just say, “sorry we can’t help”? Ed

Shock absorbers – part 2
In the last edition’s ‘Readers’ let-
ters’, Kevin Griffin sent us a query 
regarding a vehicle with one shock 
absorber weak, and the one on the 
other side seized – concerned he 
had to issue a pass – which was 
confirmed by DVSA. In the light of 
that response he has written to us 
again:

Although I said the vehicle was 
“unsafe” to drive, I didn’t fully 
explain the context. In fact we 
collected the car for the cus-
tomer who lived some distance 
away. My service manager 
drove it to the garage and told 
me it was an absolute night-
mare to drive and felt extremely 
unsafe, although at the time he 
didn’t know why – he had to be 
very, very careful. Yet we were 
forced to issue a pass certifi-
cate. Fortunately the customer 
agreed to have the work done. 
Yet DVSA made no comment at 
all about our being forced to 
pass a vehicle that was effec-
tively dangerous to use on the 
roads day-to-day. What I wonder, 
would they have to say about 
that?

Kevin Griffin.
We sent Kevin’s letter to DVSA, who 
said:

“Although this particular issue 

might be outside the scope of the 
MOT, there is a more general obli-
gation on car owners and driv-
ers to ensure that their vehicle 
is safe, roadworthy and legal to 
drive at all times. Anyone driv-
ing an unroadworthy car is com-
mitting an offence. In the case of 
this vehicle we assume that you 
provided an advisory notice that, 
in your opinion, it was dangerous 
to drive.”

Seat belt conundrum
Dear Sir,
I was presented with a vehicle 
to Test recently on which the 
centre seat belt for the rear 
seat was wrongly fitted. At some 
time it looks like the seat back 
was removed, and when it 
was replaced the seat belt had 
become looped around it. (see 
the picture – Ed)

The belt was fitted nor-
mally at its anchor points and 
it ‘clunk-clicked’ together OK, 
but it was impossible for any-
body sitting in the seat to get it 
around their body and securely 

fasten it together – there wasn’t 
enough length of belt because it 
had been looped over the back 
of the seat.

But when I couldn’t find a 
failure for ‘incorrectly fitted seat 
belt’, it wasn’t available on the 
system. So I had to ‘pass and 
advise’. Was that wrong?

Ben Boreham
MOT Tester

We also contacted DVSA regarding 
this letter. They responded:

“The type of defect encoun-
tered in this case is extremely 
unusual and the action taken 
was correct. The Test only 
relates to the seatbelt condition, 
security and operation, not its 
use. Based on the information 
provided it would, however, be 
dangerous should a passenger 
choose to use that seat, mak-
ing it an offence under the road 
traffic act. 

DVSA also noted that the ‘danger-
ous to drive’ box should have been 
ticked. Ed.

TRAINING, REGULATIONS, ENFORCEMENT:
 NEED HELP?

CALL AN INDEPENDENT CONSULTANT!

E. B. L. PARTNERSHIP
MOT Licence under threat?

Want the best defence?
Speak to the experts!

Former executives of DVSA’s Appeals HQ Division having 
dealt with 1,000’s of cases, our specialist knowledge will be 

used to your best advantage.

Consultants to Allianz Cornhill MOT Protection scheme.
Phone Eamonn on 01225 340858

Fax: 01225 344 650 Mobile: 07971 164417 – Available 7 days a week
email: eamonnloney3@aol.com
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Do you have an 
issue you wish to 

raise with the Editor 
of MOT Testing, 

DVSA or the MOT 
Industry generally? 

Send letters to: 
editor@

motester.co.uk
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-

-

The seat belt had been looped over the back seat so it extended from top to bottom behind the seat back (left). The seat belt fastener 
could be connected but there was insufficient length to fasten it around the seat occupant (right).
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the politicians understand what is 
happening, so VTS numbers will 
continue to increase. Ed.

Dear Sir,
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unsafe, although at the time he
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to drive.”

Seat belt conundrum
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hahahahadddd bebebebeenenenen lllloooooooopepepepedddd ovovovoverererer tttthehehehe bbbbacacacackkkk 
ofoffof tttthehehehe sssseaeaeaeatttt.

BuBuButtt whwhwhenenen III cccouououldldldn’nn ttt fififindndnd aaa  
faf ilure foff r ‘incorrectlyyy fffitted seat 
belt’, it wasn’t availablel  on hthe
sysyyststemem.. SoSo II hadd to ‘pppass and
advise’. Was that wrong?

Ben Boreham
MOT Tester

We also contacted DVSA regarding 
this letter.r. TThehey y rerespspononded:

FaxFaxFaxax: 0: 0012212212225 35 35 344 44444 65065065 MoMoMoM bilbile: e:e: 0790790 971 1641646 41741744 – AvaAAvailailal ble 7 dayd s aa weweekek
emaemaemaemail:il:il:il: eaeaeaeamonmonmonmonnlonlonlonloneyneyneyney3@a3@a3@a3@aolol.ol.ol.comcomcomcom
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‘Un-roadworthy’ ?
oldcamper asked:
If I present (my vehicle) for MOT 6 
months early, just to change to summer 
event and it fails... is it just drive 
home, grounded till fix/pass usual rules? 
I tried quick search but not forthcoming, 
thanks in advance. 

Castrolrob responded first:
It’s always been an offence to knowingly 
drive an unroadworthy vehicle, having 
been told something’s wrong with it. You 
would be hard pushed to pretend you didn’t 
know (after a failed Test) whereas prior 
to test you have the defence of ignorance 
of any fault. On paper as long as you’ve 
got MOT Test/tax/insurance you are legal. 
The reason you can’t find any guidance is 
because its such a big grey area. In real 
world terms unless you were involved in 
an accident or something similar no one 
would ever know. But if you were it would 
probably come to light and the liabilities 
could be severe. The nature of any defects 
would also be relevant, a tyre about to 
go bang would be ‘go to jail do not pass 
go’ ,a sidelight however would have little 
relevance, (so) you see the problem…

Al said:
your current MOT is not revoked if it 
fails. But in a worse case scenario if 
it does fail and you carry on using it 
without repairing it, and are involved in 
an accident, there could be problems with 
you driving your car with known faults on, 
but saying that, it is not an MOT issue.

Both castrolrob and al are right, and 
yes ‘roadworthiness’ is a grey area. 
The term ‘roadworthy’ has no single 
legal definition. What was not noted, 
however, was that apart from after 
a road accident, oldcamper could 
also be ‘caught out’ if followed by a 
police car which has direct access 
to the MOT database and would be 
able to see that the vehicle had an 
MOT failure without a subsequent 
MOT pass. 

Vauxhall Corsa, ‘battery 
insecure’
Wag asked:
Hi there, 2003 Corsa C failed on “battery 
insecure”. I just read online, a Corsa C 
cannot be failed on a battery insecure. 
because it has to be “likely to fall from 
its vertical position”.. which on a Corsa 
C would be impossible given that it is 
inside the bulkhead under the windscreen. 
What do you guys think? The clamp is 
missing (I don’t know where it is) I took 
it off as it stopped clamping, I didn’t 
really look at the mechanism for fixing 
it, I thought it had stripped the thread 
inside the plastic, but maybe there is 

supposed to be a nut from underneath... It 
has passed the last 5 or 6 MOTs like this 
and never spotted or failed… until now.

Bimmer responded first:
Without seeing it but knowing the Corsa C 
well i might give it a pass and advise but 
that’s all.

Wag then cited a note in Matters of 
Testing which suggests the battery 
must be, “so insecure such that 
it is unrestrained and likely to fall 
from its vertical position…” and 
he added:

I have tied 4 cables ties (all connected 
to each other in a rectangle) around the 
battery, one for each side top and bottom. 
Hopefully they will be happy. Do you think 
I should show them a print out of the 
webpage in ‘Matters of Testing”?

To this bimmer responded:
It wouldn’t hurt to take a printout as 
Matters of Testing is now considered 
official advice. If they still insist on 
failing it and you are convinced it should 
pass you could always ask them for a VT17 
Appeal form, that might help.

Then wag posted:
Well, today I was surprised to be faced 
with a pass for everything except the 
battery...! I had thought it would pass 
and I would give them the webpage as I 
said goodbye… less antagonistic than 
giving them the printout before the 
re-test, but maybe I should have... the 
battery tray has two recesses where the 
lip on the base of the battery locks into 
place in the recess. In this position I 
had used a cable tie to securely hold the 
left hand side of the battery down onto 
the battery tray – so it no longer wobbled, 
it was firmly held. They were saying it 
had to be clamped, and a cable tie was not 
sufficient.

After it failed, I showed the bit of 
paper, and read it aloud… The car had been 
failed by a tester, who I was not speaking 
to. I was speaking to the manager, who 
when I read that aloud, and said there 
is no way it can fall from a vertical 
position, as it is inside a compartment. 
He then said, “OK give me 30 - 45 mins 
and I will pass it, but let me keep this 
[webpage printout]” I said, “OK, I would 
have had to appeal if you had refused… 

To be fair they had tried to fix the 
clamp bolt (to pass it) as I had done, but 
it was not possible. I went back later 
and the manager had passed it in his name, 
with an advisory, saying “battery not 
bolted in tight, but will not fall out” he 
said batteries are supposed to be either 
pass or fail, not advisories.

I think two issues arise from this 
item. Firstly DVSA’s use of Matters 
of Testing for items for which a 

‘Special Notice’ would be better. In 
this magazine I have often said that 
DVSA using different methods of 
communicating such information 
is confusing – this shows what 
can happen. Then, either the Tester 
concerned had never looked at the 
Matters of Testing piece on bat-
tery security, or had done so and 
decided to take no notice of it. It is 
also of note that the manager, also 
a Tester, was also unaware of the 
Matters of Testing information on 
battery security – Ed.

Airbag Malfunction Indicator 
Lamp (MIL)
Teresam asked:
Is an airbag warning on the multifunction 
display (i.e. satnav screen) but NOT on 
the instrument panel an MOT fail? Is there 
any distinction between these 2 types of 
warning light for MOT purposes? …grateful 
for any advice.

Triangles responded first:
As long as there is an airbag (SRS) 
malfunction lamp visible, it is a fail 
item:
https://www.mottesting.service.gov.uk/
documents/manuals/m4s05000401.hm 

See item 2.
Paul S explained further:
Some vehicles may also incorporate warning 
messages on dash board displays; these are 
in addition to any MIL lamps and should 
not be used as a reason for rejection. 
See:

https://mattersoftesting.blog.gov.uk/
common-mistakes-made-by-mot-testers/

Teresam Thanked Paul S, and sug-
gested that as the regulation Paul 
S cited was dated June 2014, had 
anything changed since then?

Paul S answered the question:
The regulations have not changed; When 

testing SRS MIL (Malfunction Indicator 
Light) lamps we are only looking to see 
if the lamp indicates if there is a fault 
with the system. If no lamp is present 
or it doesn’t illuminate then it can’t 
indicate a system fault, so it can’t be 
failed. Some vehicles may also incorporate 
warning messages on dashboard displays; 
these are in addition to any MIL lamps 
and should not be used as a reason for 
rejection. Teresam take the car back, with 
a printed copy of the relevant pages of 
the Manual and blog, politely ask for a 
free retest or an appeal form.

Bimmer reinforced Paul S’s comment.
Hi there teresam. I can’t add anything 
to Paul’s last post as I agree with him. 
Don’t delay get it back to the garage.

Then teresam sprung a surprise, noting:
Thanks Bimmer and Paul S. The garage ran a 
diagnostics test which showed “fault in the 
ECU” and is saying that as they now know 
there is a fault they cannot pass it under 
ref 5.4.1. They say the airbag ECU needs 
to be replaced - I’d be happy for them to 
do that BUT my MOT expires on Monday and 
it will take 3 weeks to get the part from 
Citroen and I desperately need the car. Any 
advice would be much appreciated.

Paul S was adamant, saying:
Doing a diagnostics test to check out 
an airbag warning on the multifunction 
display is not part of the MOT test and 
therefore the results of this diagnostic 
test cannot be used as a Reason for 
Refusal of an MOT Test Certificate. Tell 
them you’re going to appeal against the 
refusal to issue a test certificate for 
your vehicle. (the form is at:)

https://www.gov.uk/getting-an-mot/
problems-with-your-test-result

If the test station still refuse to issue 
a Pass certificate, take you car for an 
MOT somewhere else, & fill in the online 
complaint form and send it to DVSA within 
14 working days of this original test.

The posts end there, so hopefully 

Even if it didn’t have any retaining clamps, this battery would 
be unlikely to be, ‘“so insecure such that it is unrestrained and 

likely to fall from its vertical position…”

ONLINE MOT Testing Forum
On the MOT Testing website

(http://forums.motester.co.uk),
MOT Testing professionals discuss MOT issues and help 

members of the public with MOT queries. Here’s a sample…

Forum Fragments
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could be severe. The nature of any defects
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To this bimmer responded:
It wouldn’t hurt to take a printout as 
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BULB No. BULB No.

LLB207 20 LLB209 10

LLB233 20 LLB245 10

LLB239 20 LLB286 10

LLB380 20 LLB434 10

LLB382 20 LLB501A 10

LLB501 20 LLB581 10

LLB448 5 LLB383 2

LLB472 5 LLB385 2

LLB477 5 =199 BULBS!

LUCAS ZMB271 SINGLE 
BOX 12V BULB STAND

A GREAT VALUE, WALL HANGING, 
INSTANT DISPLAY AND STOCK SOLUTION 
WITH 199 POPULAR BULBS INCLUDING:

The Lucas brand is one of the most 
recognisable and trusted in the UK 

automotive aftermarket.

teresam followed the advice Paul 
S offered. This subject has clearly 
indicated MOT problems associ-
ated with the MOT Test when it 
comes to modern electronic com-
puterised systems used on vehi-
cles. Sooner or later, like it or not, 
the Government is going to have 
to require some form of diagnos-
tic tool to be used during an MOT 
inspection – Ed. 

Corsa corroded rear axle
Jda8aj posted this:
My car passed its MOT last Monday at (a 
‘fast-fit’ outlet). Today when using the 
boot, I noticed the rear left wheel at a 
strange angle, pointing inwards towards 
the top. I thought maybe the wheel nuts 
were loose or the big hub nut. As it turns 
out, there is a massive rust hole in the 
rear axle and it looks like the rear axle 
has multiple cracks. The rear axle looks 
badly corroded in general. I’ve owned 
the car since last September, I’ve always 
heard a clunk from the rear but I always 
thought it was suspension related and an 
advisory was there for the springs. My 
question is, would a 3 inch hole on the 
rear axle towards the hub count as an 
advisory at the very least? The car is now 
off the off the road, I took it down to 
the garage earlier and they are claiming 
they wouldn’t have passed it like that.

Castrolrob responded:
Assuming it was visible/accessible 
at the time of test with the wheel on 
it should have failed, let alone been 
advised. They don’t rot through in 4 
days. Get in contact with them (assuming 
the above applies) and tell them you’re 
contemplating an inverted appeal. They 
may fix it for nothing just to save 
the hassle. An appeal doesn’t mean that 
they’ll necessarily fix it, after all they 
didn’t cause it to be rotten. And if they 
get done on an appeal it reduces their 
incentive to fix it first. Second hand 
axles are about all that’s available for 
them now. This was pretty common on the 
Corsa, and to be fair to them its easily 
missed if you aren’t looking for it. If 
they aren’t interested however you need a 

VT17 appeal form available from any test 
station or the dvsa website. Let us know 
how you get on.

Jda8aj went back to the garage:
It’s visible through the wheel. What 
makes it worse… is that two different 
garages (from the same fast fit company) 
have missed it. It was just by chance I 
took the car to another station. I took 
it back to the garage earlier, they said 
they would have failed the car and are 
claiming that I’ve driven over a pot hole. 
I’ll take that advice, I’ll call their 
HQ on Monday and see what they say. I’ll 
reply back.

Castrolrob noted:
Its an axle! They design them to accept 
being driven over potholes, even if that 
was the case it would have to be badly 
corroded prior to fail so spectacularly. 
Weakened by corrosion is a fail or advise…. 
you would also have hit a pothole so hard 
that the chances are your wheel and tyre 
and/or hub/bearing carrier would also have 
gone (too). If it wasn’t readily visible 
is one thing, that at least would be a half 
valid defence but telling you that you 
caused it is comical. I await their reply 
with interest.

KevG added:
I’ve seen Corsa C rear axles fail a few 
times. Symptoms are massive camber! 

They fail on the weld that holds the 
hub to the suspension arm. The ones I’ve 
seen were only slightly corroded. Maybe 
it’s caused by overloading? Your MOT 
tester should have spotted that corrosion. 

Castrolrob added:
I’ve seen Corsas a dozen times 
with corrosion identical to that 
photo,sometimes the wheel is in the way 
and you can’t see it, fair enough. I have 
also seen bent corsa axles due to impact 
damage with the camber you describe but 
that’s because they’re bent not rotted 
through as per photo.

Unfortunately jda8aj hasn’t posted 
what happened as the final out-
come. Ed.

This looks so bad, despite what Castrolrob says, its difficult to 
understand how the Tester didn’t spot it.

teresam foollowede  thehe aadvdvicice e e PaPauluu  
SS offfef red.d TThis subjject has clearly yy
iindidicattedd MOMOT T probblems associ-
atataatededed wwwititithhh thththeee MOMOMOTTT TeTeTeststst wwwhehehennn itititt 
comes to modern electronic com-
pupuputeteteriririseseseddd sysysyststsstememmemsss usususededed ooonnnn vevevehihiihi--
cles. Sooner or later, like it or not, 
the Government is going to have 
to require some form of diagnos-
tic tool to be used during an MOT 
inspection – Ed.
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Jda8aj went back to the garage:
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makes it worse… is that two different 
garages (from the same fast fit company) 
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took the car to another station. I took 
it back to the garage earlier, they said
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the fee frozen. That reasoning 
presupposes that new Testing 
Station owners are motivated 
solely by profits from the MOT. 
In practice, however, new Test-
ing Stations, are ‘add ons’ to 
an existing motor trade busi-
ness to increase ‘footfall’ into 
the business (using the MOT as 
a marketing tool), and to gener-
ate more business from MOT 
repairs. Another factor is the 
increasing difficulty faced by 
many independent businesses 
in dealing with the electronic 
complexity of modern vehicles.

Given the lack of any realistic 
checks into the ‘repute’ of new 
VTS applicants, and the poor 
quality of MOT Testing, maybe 
DVSA should stop allowing 
such an uncontrolled increase 
in VTS numbers, and ‘sort out’ 
bad Testing by those already in 
the system before considering 
any further expansion of VTS 
numbers. So how much has this 
relatively uncontrolled expan-
sion in VTS numbers cost the 
average MOT Testing Station in 
lost income?

More Test Stations, less 
income per VTS…
At an MOT fee of £54.85, an 
annual shortfall of 131 MOTs 
would cost each Test Station, 
on average £7,185 per year. But 
hold on, that’s at current prices 

– through Government policy 
the fee has been frozen since 
2010. To keep pace with inflation 
would require an increase in the 
current fee of about 15%, increas-
ing the fee to £63.08. So those 
131 Tests should now be priced 
at £63.08 (an £8.23 increase) – 
amounting to £8,263.00. And that 
same inflation should also be 
applied to the current annual 
average number of Tests done by 
each Test station – 1,289, which, 
when multiplied by that £8.23 
increase comes to a further 
£10,608 loss per VTS per year 

–£18,871 all told.
So, on average every Testing 

Station loses £18,871 every year 

solely due to the Government’s 
policy of uncontrolled expan-
sion of Test Station numbers 
coupled with inflation losses 
since the fee was frozen in 2010.

In practice many Testing Sta-
tions do some form of discount-
ing, but even if you discounts the 
Test by half, you’re still being 
robbed by the government by 
around £10,000 per annum - 
how many small business can 
afford that with the inflationary 
pressures they face?

There’s more…
Historic vehicle exemption
Any exemption of a class of vehi-
cle from MOT Testing inevitably 
shrinks the market available to 
Testing Station owners to gen-
erate revenue. Pre-1960 historic 
vehicles were first exempted 
from requiring an MOT certif-
icate about a decade ago, with 
the Government anticipating 
that most owners would still 
have them Tested. In fact that 
was wrong, only around 10% 
do so. 

The latest EU Directive due 
next year includes a provision 
about ‘Vehicles of historic inter-
est’ (VHIs). Actually the Directive 
doesn’t require the Government 
to do anything regarding chang-
ing the exemption date – the cur-
rent pre-1960 exemption does 
not transgress the requirements 
of the Directive. Nevertheless 
the Department for Transport 
(DfT) seems set on a ‘rolling 40 
years old’ exemption for VHIs, 
to bring them into line with the 
road tax exemption provision 

– exempting even more vehi-
cles from Testing. Whilst yet to 
be confirmed, such a further 
exemption is looking very likely, 
resulting in 300,000 less MOTs 
all told – that’s 13 MOT Tests 
less per year on average for each 
Testing Station. 

At an ‘inflation adjusted’ MOT 
fee of £63.08 that’s another £820 
a year – the total figure for lost 
revenue now coming to £19,691 
a year altogether. 

And, there’s even more… 

MOT Training
Until recently all MOT Training 
was provided by Government at 
no cost to Testing Stations. That’s 
changed. Training is now paid 
for by the MOT Trade, increas-
ing costs to every Testing Station. 
The approximate cost to VOSA/
DVSA of training was about £4.5M 
a year. So the current cost to 
the 22,500 VTSs is probably 
that much, perhaps even more. 
So taking £4.5M as a reasona-
ble figure, that means an addi-
tional £200 per year for each Test 
Station – which must be added 
to the loss to Test Stations due to 
the Government’s policies. 

This brings the annual lost 
income to Testing Stations 
caused entirely by the Govern-
ment’s policies since 2005/06 up 
to £19,891.

But the Government have 
even more MOT exemptions in 
mind; 4-1-1.

First MOT at four years old
The Government have pro-
posed a deferment of vehicles’ 
first MOT to when they are four 
years old, reducing the over-
all number of MOT Tests each 
year by 2.23 million. Spread over 
approximately 22,500 Testing 

Stations that would deprive each 
VTS of 99 MOT Tests every year. 
Another simple sum. 

If the Government decides 
to defer vehicles’ first MOT for 
a year, the lost revenue for the 
average Test Station comes to 
99 MOTs annually. At an ‘infla-
tion adjusted’ £63.08 per Test, 
that’s a further £6,245.00 – giv-
ing a new total of £26,136 poten-
tially lost every year by Testing 
Stations – caused entirely by 
Government policies neglect-
ing the interests of MOT Testing 
Stations, their owners and staff, 
and the public more generally, 
as those extended ‘VHI’ and 4-1-1 
exemptions inevitably endanger-
ing road safety.

Disgraceful neglect…
These figures are still not com-
plete. There’s the added cost of 
the internet link now required, 
printers, paper and so on. 
Nevertheless, the figures we’ve 
calculated illustrate a disgrace-
ful neglect by Government of 
the interests of 22,500 mainly 
small independent businesses 
carrying out the majority of 
MOTs every year. Even if the 
Government decide not to defer 
vehicles’ first MOT for a year, 

Lead article… continued from page 1.

Junior minsters at the Department for Transport responsible for 
the MOT Testing Scheme have failed to increase the fee since 

2010, so we should appeal directly to their boss, the Secretary of 
State for Transport, Chris Grayling.
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New range of
DVSA Approved 
Emissions Testers

NEW! NEW!DS2
Diesel Smokemeter

Contact us for a brochure or on-site demonstration

PD Combi
PC-Based Emissions Tester

• Simple and fast to use
•  Cable-less Smokehead as standard
• Automatic calibration
•  DVSA approved 2008 class  4, 7, HGV, PSV, RPC & SVA

• Simple and fast to use
•  Ideal for any diesel testing requirements
•  Portable version available for roadside 

and fl eet testing
•  DVSA approved 2008 class  4, 7, HGV, PSV, 

RPC & SVA

Premier Diagnostics Field Service and 
Calibration Team is fully accredited to 
provide calibration/repair and service with 
24-hour response Monday to Friday across 
Premier, Brainbee and Protech products.

For more information please contact us on:
Tel: 01295 271985 Fax: 01295 272474

email: sales@premierdiagnostics.ltd.uk

Premier House, Cherwell Business Park, Southam Road, Banbury, Oxon OX16 2SD

Member of the 

EURO 6 COMPLIANT

Premier Ad_MOTT77.indd   1 20/01/2016   15:30
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which is not supposed to make 
any profit at all according to 
the Government’s own rules. 
Yet at the same time the quality 
of service received from DVSA 
by Testing Stations is lamenta-
bly inadequate – so what’s hap-
pening?

‘Full Time Equivalent’ 
No, we’re not talking in code 
here, this is about how many 
Vehicle Examiners (VEs) are 
available to the MOT Scheme 
for ‘risk assessment’ visits and 
other activities. FTE stands for 
‘Full Time Equivalent’. Altogether 
there should be the equivalent 
of 130 Vehicle Examiners avail-
able for DVSA’s MOT opera-
tions, which doesn’t mean 130 
full time VEs working on the 
MOT Scheme. There’s about 
400 VEs employed by DVSA, 
from which MOT managers 
can use the equivalent of 130 
man/years as it were every year. 
Too often, though, when prob-
lems arise elsewhere, notably 
of late within their semi-priva-
tised HGV Testing activities, VEs 
aren’t available for MOT work, 
they’re doing HGV Testing at pri-
vate HGV Testing stations instead. 
For DVSA it’s a soft option; today 
and tomorrow, does it really 

matter if some risk-assessment 
visits aren’t done? Or Testing 

Stations have to wait longer to 
get their new Test Lane author-
ised, or a new Tester waits for 
that ‘Observed Test’ to start a 
new job? It clearly doesn’t mat-
ter to DVSA…

So the cost of those VEs is 
saved by the MOT Scheme – 
being charged to DVSA’s HGV 
business instead – hence those 
huge MOT Scheme profits. 

Higher profits – lesser 
service
It is bizarre, the poorer the ser-
vice received by MOT Testing 
Stations, the higher DVSA’s MOT 
profitability – those VEs can’t be 
in two places at once! So a very 
obvious question arises – why 
not use that spare money, almost 
£28M this year, and £12M last 
year (£40M all told!) to employ 
more Vehicle Examiners? Well, 
only DVSA’s Board of Directors 
can answer that. It doesn’t look, 
however, like it is going to hap-
pen any time soon.

A ‘stand alone’ MOT 
Scheme?
A lot of DVSA’s current prob-
lems with the MOT Scheme have 
happened since that semi-pri-
vatisation of the HGV Testing 

operation – and seems to have 
got worse since VOSA was effec-
tively subsumed into the much 
larger DVSA. There seems to 
be no singularity of purpose, or 
clear objectives for the scheme. 
It is all shared responsibility and 
management by committee – 
never a good formula for effec-
tiveness and efficiency. 

Yet it hasn’t always been that 
way. Irrespective of the criti-
cal comments we might have 
directed at both the original 
Vehicle Inspectorate and in lat-
ter years VOSA, the Chief Exec-
utives had their eyes closely 

on what was going on with 
the MOT Scheme. Within the 
DVSA, despite its making by 
far the greatest contribution to 
profitability, the MOT Scheme 
seems to be drifting along with 
little sense of direction. Surely 
a ‘stand alone’ MOT operation 
within DVSA would be much 
better? With clear objectives and 
a chief executive with singular-
ity of purpose, a re-invigorated 
MOT Scheme would make a sig-
nificant and critically beneficial 
impact on road safety. It is all 
such a pity. (see also our edi-
tor’s editorial in Testing Times.

it still means that on average 
every Testing Station is almost 
£20,000 worse off than was the 
case in 2005/06. 

It is especially unacceptable 
as they are providing a key road 
safety service to motorists; Test-
ing Stations are being ‘short-
changed’ by the Government 
on MOT fees.

Evidence! – there IS a 
financial crisis for Test 
Stations
We have now been able to 
obtain consolidated data which 
we’ve discovered on the MOT 
industry. This is extracted 
from financial data across 72 
MOT businesses, both large 
and small. The data as at April 
2017, shows year on year, sales 
growth, pre-tax margins and 
market value are all down. The 
market is shrinking!

Based on historical trend 
data, sales growth for the last 
three years across the indus-
try has been zero and for small 
companies which make up the 
bulk of the 22,500 test stations, 
growth is currently negative. 

Of more concern is the pre-
tax profit margin data. Histori-
cally until 2010, DFT more or 
less put the fee up on an annual 
basis. Coincidentally, since then 
margins across all sites in the 

research, have fallen from 
around 5% – 8% to around 1% 
now. That means with a turno-
ver of £250,000 – you only make 
£2,500 pre tax profit!

With all the increased cost 
burdens, this data further sup-
ports our message that the gov-
ernment’s refusal to restore 
the fee to what it should be is 
putting MOT stations under 
increased financial strain, 
threatening already unaccep-
table Test quality and subse-
quently public road safety. 

Changing Government policy
What we’ve done here is to pro-
vide overwhelming evidence of 
what every Testing owner knows 

– things are bad financially and get-
ting worse. Yet we’ve also clearly 
demonstrated that these problems 
faced by the MOT Testing indus-
try are predominantly being expe-
rienced by small and medium 
sized business are caused entirely 
by the Government’s policy on 
MOT Testing. It is wrong – and 
we should all be doing something 
about it. 

We need to be united as an 
industry. We provide a valuable 
service, to 30M car owners every 
year, and we are being treated by 
the Government in a disgrace-
fully shoddy way.

Numerous representations 
by trade bodies to Government 

Ministers, civil servants DVSA 
seem to be getting us nowhere; 
this is your profits were talk-
ing about, so action by you is 
needed now. 

Remember how chaotic 
things were in 2005 when 
the first MOT computer stut-
tered into life? It was headline 
news because people couldn’t 
tax their cars – and the same 
occurred when the current web-
based system went live. 

This should have been a les-
son to both DfT and DVSA as to 
how important individual MOT 
Testing Stations are in continu-
ing to provide a reliable ser-
vice conducting over 30 million 
MOT inspections a year (some-
times battling against the sys-
tem itself!) – so you would think 
we’d be treated much better, but 
we aren’t and we should all do 
something about it. 

The government wants us 
‘on the cheap’ and they seem 
to have no intention of doing 
anything to increase the fee - so 
it’s up to us to act to catch their 
attention. And to make a differ-
ence the whole MOT Trade must 
do something together - leaving 
it to other people, won’t work. 
Every Tester and every AE must 
act now!

Write to your MP and write 
directly to the Secretary of State 
For Transport, Chris Grayling 

as our appeals to Ministers in 
charge of the MOT scheme have 
fallen on deaf ears. Perhaps their 
boss will listen. Thousands of 
e-mails in Chris Grayling’s ‘in-
box’ will make a difference – use 
the figures we’ve calculated here 
to make the point – and make it 
a very strong point. 

Your email should include 
the following points:

1.  Testing Stations haven’t 
had a  fee increase to even 
cover inflation since 2010

2.  22,500 Testing Stations, 
mainly small businesses, 
are £20,000 worse off 
every year since 2005

3.  Average Testing Station 
profitability is almost zero

4.  Significant costs have been 
transferred from DVSA to 
Testing Stations

5.  In the meantime DVSA 
profits are running at 
£28M a year.

We must do all we can to change 
the Government’s clear policies 
against the interests of Testing 
Stations and road safety when 
it comes to the MOT Testing 
Scheme.

If you don’t know who your 
MP is, go to this website to find 
out the e-mail address:
http://www.parliament.uk/
mps-lords-and-offices/mps/

Lead article… continued from page 1.

DVSA pockets £28M… continued from page 1.
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Stations and road safety when 
it comes to the MOT Testing 
Scheme.
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CALL 01302 710868 buttsof bawtry.com

ATL Packages
DVSA Compliant Car & LCV MOT 

Class 4 & 7 Equipment

*Class 4 Pit package, prices do not include for any 
building or electrical works that may be required.
Price does not include for pit.

Packages Include:
■ PC Based Roller Brake Tester c/w Roller Brake Tes

Remote Control & Printer (17Control & Printer (1 " Screen)

■ 4 Post Lift, Scissor Lift or pit bayt Lift, Scissor Lift or pit ba

■ Headlamp Beam Tester adlamp Beam Tester 

■ Majorlift Jacking Beamng Beam

■ ATL Mirrors and a Brake Pedal s and a Brake
Depressorr

Lease from as little as 
£83.00 per week*

WORKSHOP 
& MOT 

SUPPLIES

For ALL your

Visit our 
website

Email: info@buttsofbawtry.com

HAVE YOU COMPLETED YOUR MOT 
ANNUAL TRAINING AND ASSESSMENT?

WE’VE LAUNCHED A CUTTING-EDGE  
E-LEARNING PRODUCT TO HELP YOU!

The DVSA have issued an extension for the 2016-2017 syllabus.  
The deadline is now 31st May 2017. 

 £36+VAT
ONLY

For just £36+VAT you can carry out the compulsory  
training at your convenience, safe in the knowledge you’ll  
be learning all required topics in the DVSA syllabus. 

All training will be recorded on the platform and you can start  

and stop the training whenever you want. Mock tests will check your 

knowledge so you’ll know when you’re ready to sit the assessment. 

Visit our website to see a video about the package :

themotclub.com

If you prefer face to face training, we offer this too! Classes ranging  

from four to ten NTs can be carried out at your premises, or at our  

office in Weston-super-Mare.

Visit our website 
themotclub.com 

or call us today  
01934 421320

WE DO WHAT THE DVSA DO,  

BUT WE WORK FOR YOU

MOT TRAININGTHE NO. 1 SUPPORT ORGANISATION FOR VEHICLE TEST STATIONS IN THE UK

*Please note that there is an additional charge of £35+VAT for the assessment.



For starters here there’s an important disclaimer; we 
strongly advise anybody embarking on any kind of legal 

arrangement with respect to raising finance from a third 
party, to obtain specialised advice from a qualified profes-
sional accountant before deciding which path to take, and 
to consult your solicitor before signing any legally binding 
document. 

This is important because 
such professional practitioners, 
will have ‘professional indemnity 
insurance’ which means if you 
lose money because you’ve been 
wrongly advised, and can prove 
it, then the person providing that 
advice is covered by that insur-
ance policy for any costs you 
have incurred through acting on 
that bad advice. Remember too, 
however, that your accountants 
are not necessarily specialised in 
investment advice – their advice 
will be general in its nature, 
pointing out any likely pitfalls, 
and, another important point, 
how your plans are likely to affect 
your specific tax situation.

‘Securities’ and ‘Personal 
Guarantees’…
Whichever path you take to 
obtain the appropriate finance 
for your business and whatever 
it’s for, you are in effect borrow-
ing money from a third party. 
Whether it’s a form of leasing, 
a bank loan or some other bor-
rowing arrangement. Whoever 
provides the money will almost 
certainly need either some form 
of asset (perhaps your house) 
that you put up as security 
which is forfeit on default of 
payments, or you will be asked 
to sign a ‘personal guarantee’ 
that if the company defaults 
(if it’s a limited company), the 
lender then has the legal right 
to demand the money from you 
personally – again potentially 
putting your house, if that’s your 
main personal asset, at risk. So it 
is important to consider the sit-
uation very carefully and obtain 
that professional advice before 
committing yourself to obtaining 
funding for use in the business. 

You will need to make an 
informed ‘risk assessment’ of 
the venture you are proposing 
to embark on, balancing the 
benefit to the business against 
the personal risk you may have 
to take by raising the finance 
needed, and that needs to be an 
‘informed’ process – hence that 

professional advice. 

What’s the financing for?
There are three main reasons 
that financing is needed in an 
established and stable business:

Working Capital: This 
is the money needed to 
support the company’s ups 
and downs of cash flow – 
often caused by seasonal 
fluctuation of sales.
Capital investment: This 
can be for equipment or 
perhaps to build or purchase 
a new building.
Commercial development: 
This could be the acquisition 
of another business to 
expand the operation, or a 
major marketing project to 
fund business growth. 

All of these must be set against 
the key business objectives of 
first ensuring the business’s 
survival, then securing profit-
ability and ultimately growing 
the business whilst maintain-
ing profitability. 

Working Capital
Having adequate ‘working cap-
ital’ is a key aspect of busi-
ness survival. Even a profitable 
business can fail if there’s not 
enough money to pay the bills. 
Businesses can be short of 
cash for any number of rea-
sons, although by and large it 
is likely to occur when custom-
ers don’t pay promptly, but sup-
pliers demand early payment. 
This disparity ties up money, so 
called ‘working capital’. Another 
reason could be seasonality – 
and we all know that things can 
get tight over Christmas when it 
comes to MOT Testing, as well 
as vehicle service and repair 
income. 

In our industry liquidity 
problems are most likely to 
occur if you have commercial 
customers who have credit 
accounts with you, but don’t 
pay promptly. As readers are 

probably aware, having a bank 
overdraft can smooth the inevi-
table troughs in the creditor/
debtor payment cycle. Don’t for-
get though, most bank ‘over-
draft’ facilities can suddenly be 
withdrawn by your bank at very 
short notice – so it’s worth hav-
ing a ‘back-up’ plan in the back 
of your mind! 

Debt factoring
Another alternative way of deal-
ing with difficulties covering 
‘working capital’, is to ‘factor’ 
your debtor account – that’s 
the money owed to you by your 
customers. A finance company 
will promptly pay you the money 
your customers owe, taking a cut 
for themselves, and then collect 
those debts directly from your 
customers. Such arrangements 
can be somewhat complex and 
have some tricky ‘hidden’ clauses. 
Normally, for example, they’ll 
want you to factor all of your 
regular invoices – even those to 
prompt payers! So make sure 
you get that professional expert 
advice both legal and financial if 
you enter into a ‘debt factoring’ 
contract so you fully understand 
all the implications. And check 
how the factoring company oper-
ates. The last thing you want is 
them, ‘strong arming’ your cus-
tomers for payment!

Capital investment
Whether you need a new smoke 
meter, or have decided to install 
an automated MOT Test lane, 
additional funding will be 
required. Sometimes, if your 
cash flow situation is especially 
good, it may be better to use that 
surplus cash to fund your new 
investment project.

If, however, you are tempted 
by the equipment supplier tell-
ing you that leasing a new ATL 
only costs a couple of MOTs 
or so a week, check things out 
more closely. There are numer-
ous options as to how best to 
fund the acquisition of new 
equipment, but before enter-
ing into any arrangement it pays 
to try and project how much 
extra net income the new piece 
of equipment is going to earn – 
will it be ‘cost beneficial’? 

As we are considering Auto-
mated and One-Person Test 
lanes in our product review for 
this edition of the magazine, let’s 
imagine you’ve decided to invest 
in a new ATL and that you’ve 
decided to either borrow the 
money to finance it, set up some 
form of leasing agreement, or 
maybe enter into a form of ‘hire 
purchase’ arrangement for its 
purchase. Whilst the equipment 
itself may not necessarily speed 
up MOT Testing, its use may 
release a member of staff to earn 

money in the workshop rather 
than assisting with MOT Test-
ing. Try and estimate how much 
extra income will be generated 

– and compare that to the cost 
of borrowing – and check with 
your accountant with respect 
to how the way you raise the 
money may affect your tax and 
cash flow situation. 

Commercial development
This is a more nebulous require-
ment for raising finance. You 
may have in mind a special 
kind of local marketing initia-
tive which requires extensive 
and perhaps expensive promo-
tional activity. Here your finance 
options are limited, but how-
ever you raise the finance you 
will need a detailed and plausi-
ble business plan which clearly 
indicates in some detail how the 
project will benefit the business 
financially – such a plan should 
also have a plausible ‘cash-flow’ 
projection so the lender is reas-
sured that the payments sup-
porting the finance are fully 
accounted for in the plan. For 
such projects a straightforward 
loan would normally apply – 
from the bank, or perhaps a 
private investor.

Equipment purchase - 
raising the money…
There are numerous ways in 
which money can be raised by 
a company to purchase equip-
ment, with varying complexi-
ties as regards what you pay, 
and when you pay it – but sim-
plistically if it comes to obtain-
ing equipment there are just a 
few options. You either make 
an arrangement to borrow the 
money to ultimately buy and 
own the equipment, eg a bank 
loan/hire purchase – or you 
effectively rent the equipment 
through a leasing agreement 
but never get to own it outright 

– continuing to pay a small ‘pep-
percorn’ rent when the main 
substance of the initial deal 
comes to an end. 

Effectively the choice is 
between borrowing the money 
directly, some form of ‘Hire Pur-
chase/bank loan’ or a leasing deal.

Whichever of these paths you 
take there will be an interest rate 
you will pay, either for the ben-
efit of using the money you’ve 
borrowed – or for the benefit 
of using equipment somebody 
else has paid for. It is impor-
tant to fully understand which-
ever plans you are considering 

– so you can work out and com-
pare the overall costs associ-
ated with the different options 
you are looking at and make an 
‘informed’ decision. 

This is also where you may 
need some specialist profes-
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Spotlight on…

Financing an 
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accounted for in the plan. For 
such projects a straightforward 

– loan would normally apply –
from the bank, or perhaps a 
private ininveveststoror..
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sional advice to fully under-
stand all the implications and 
complexities of financing plans 
on offer.

Terminology
Different banks and financing 
companies do not necessar-
ily use the same terminology 

– so whatever ‘deal’ you are 
offered other than a straight-
forward bank loan, it is impor-
tant to understand what that 
deal entails so be sure to look 
closely into the detail, and make 
sure you get professional advice 
both about the deal itself, and 
the legal details.

A key issue is whether or not 
the company ends up owning 
the asset – this can have impor-
tant tax implications. Generally 
any deal using the word ‘leasing’ 
means that the asset is not owned 
by the company – in technical 
terms its ‘off the balance sheet’.

There are also ‘leasing’ deals 
with different variations, and 
some will even include full 
equipment maintenance over 
the term of the lease. On the 
other hand ‘hire purchase’ deals 

generally mean the company 
will probably end up owning 
the asset – ‘on the balance sheet’. 
These two alternatives have dif-
fering tax implications. If you 
own the asset your will be able 
to write down a proportion of it 
against tax each year. Whereas if 
you lease the equipment the pay-
ments can be set directly against 
your profit and loss account. 
Your accountant will advise you 
of which would be the most cost 
beneficial for your business at 
that time.

Flexibility
It may also be important for 
the purchaser that any financ-
ing deal has a degree of flex-
ibility. For example a leasing 
deal could have a fixed or var-
iable rate whilst a hire pur-
chase arrangement may offer 
the chance of reducing monthly 
payments, but with a larger sum 
needed at the end of the deal – 
the so called ‘balloon’ payment. 
Finance companies are always 
inventing new kinds of financ-
ing deals – many offering sur-
prising levels of flexibility on 

the payments – and sometimes 
such deals can be very compli-
cated – making it difficult to fully 
assess the overall cost-benefit – 
so ask your accountant to have 
a good look at what’s on offer 
and explain it to you in practi-
cal detail before you make any 
commitment.

Key issues
Before you get involved in any 
financing process to improve 
your business there are some 
key issues which need to be con-
sidered. This isn’t necessarily a 
definitive list, but should cover 
most situations. You need to 
ask of yourself some searching 
questions:

What is the project’s viabil-
ity? What risk is involved? Does 
the return from the investment 
justify the cost of borrowing and 
the degree of risk?

Which type of funding is 
most appropriate? Talk to your 
accountant, do you need the 
asset to be ‘on’ or ‘off ’ the bal-
ance sheet? What type of finance 
will be most ‘tax effective’ for 
your specific circumstances?

What are the ‘cash flow’ 
implications? Will the increase 
in business that the use of the 
asset will provide to your profit-
ability benefit or adversely affect 
your cash flow? Or if it is to save 
money, does that saving feed 

funds directly into your cash 
flow to justify the borrowing/
repayment, or the required leas-
ing payments?

How long is the ‘payback’ 
period: when will the equipment 
being purchased, the marketing 
project etc, for which the financ-
ing is required, have paid for 
itself in terms of the total cost 
of the financial package?

Professional advice: Do your 
own advisors, having assessed 
the risks, the costs and the bene-
fits to the business, fully support 
your plans? If not, think again!

And finally…
A key issue to bear in mind is 
that when you finance equip-
ment, there is unlikely to be 
a link between the company 
providing the finance and the 
company supplying the equip-
ment. So if you have a warranty 
problem which you feel isn’t 
being dealt with correctly, stop-
ping your payments, whether 
hire purchase or leasing, sim-
ply won’t work. On the other 
hand, if your leasing agreement 
includes maintenance, calibra-
tion and servicing, as some do, 
then whether or not there’s a 
warranty issue should more 
easily be settled as the leasing 
company is probably paying the 
equipment supplier for the rou-
tine servicing and maintenance.

The ultimate 
leasing deal…

Transtec, a company based in Hull, 
offer the ultimate leasing deal – A 

Testing Station and all its equipment!

Transtec find and buy the premises, set up an MOT Testing Lane 
and extra service/repair lifts, and then offer a lease on the 

whole lot; premises, equipment, including obtaining the DVSA 
authorisation to operate the site as a Testing Station. The deal also 
includes full servicing and maintenance on the equipment.

The company already have five such sites in operation and are in the pro-
cess of setting up three more – and they have more people interested than 
sites available. 

There’s a relatively modest ‘up front’ payment, but after that there’s just the 
monthly rent to find. It certainly looks like a successful business model, but as 
the man in charge, Adrian Westerly, said: “The problem is finding the premises 
and obtaining the planning consent”, but so far it has worked well for us, and 
the people who end up running these new small businesses”. 

Of course it won’t work everywhere, especially in areas where land is 
expensive to buy, but seems to have worked well in Hull area where Transtec 
are currently operating.

We keep workshops running

Call 01234 432981

Sickness, holiday and 
business peaks cover

Contracts starting
from just one day 

Experienced and  
vetted MOT testers 
and technicians

UK-wide network
of contractors  

autotechrecruit.co.uk

When the cost of the ‘ground-works’ are included, installing 
a new ATL or OPTL can be very expensive, and some form of 

financing may be needed – making an informed choice as to how 
the project is funded is a vital part of the process.
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Revised MOT Guide 

In Special Notice SN3-2017 it was announced that a revised 
version of the MOT Testing Guide – the 6th edition has been 

produced. This isn’t, however a full revision, its just an interim 
measure because further changes will be needed next year 
when new EU rules come take effect. 

A lot of the changes simply acknowledged ways in which the MOT 
Scheme has altered since the last revision some years ago. Things like 
the new web-based MOT computer system, VOSA becoming DVSA 
and so on. It includes the new privatised MOT Training arrange-
ments with ongoing training and that annual test for Testers. Some 
items have been removed, notably the section ‘A History of the MOT’, 
and inevitably, the old ‘MOT Comp User Guide’. 

Whilst reading through the MOT Guide has always been a tedi-
ous read, it is important to at least check the important sections 
regarding Discipline and Quality Management. Here are some of 
the important highlights where things have changed. 

Demonstration Tests
Previously when a Vehicle Examiner (VE) observed a Tester com-
pleting an MOT inspection, called a ‘Demonstration Test’, at the end 
the Tester was either ‘passed’ or ‘failed’ by the VE. That’s changed. 
Errors made by the Tester are now classified as either ‘Minor’ or 
‘Major’, and specifically defined in Appendix 8.9 of the Guide where 
the process is laid out in minute detail as to what would comprise 
a Major or Minor error. The procedure is described in Appendix 
B sub-sections 7, and applies to or new or returning Testers. The 
criteria are different for different vehicle classes. For a satisfactory 
outcome from a Class 1 & 2 Demonstration test, there must be:

• No Major errors
• No more than 4 Minor errors across all sections
•  Errors must not exceed the total Minor errors allowed as noted 

in any one section

The same process applies to Class3, 4, 5&7, but here to have a suc-
cessful outcome applies if, the Test has:

• No Major errors
• No more than 6 Minor errors in total across all sections
•  Not exceed the total Minor errors allowed as noted in any one 

section

However this only applies to new Testers, or ‘returning Testers’; 
meaning lapsed Testers, or those returning from a disciplinary ‘ces-
sation’ period. DVSA call this a VT8 Test, and it isn’t a ‘live’ Test; it 
can’t be as both new and returning Testers aren’t in the system, so 
can’t ‘log on’. As it isn’t ‘live’, there can’t be any disciplinary outcome.

On the other hand for current Testers asked to do a demon-
stration Test for a Vehicle Examiner, it’s most likely to be a ‘live’ 

test – and in the event of errors normal disciplinary action and 
appropriate points would apply as the outcome is a legal imprint 
onto the MOT system. This is what DVSA call a VT6 Test. Whilst this 
is what we think the new Guide means to say, it’s not made at all 
clear giving the impression that ‘demonstration’ tests have two dif-
ferent criteria, one about Major and Minor errors, the other about 
disciplinary points. 

Quality Management   
Here there has been a significant change, and AEs and Testers 
should read and ‘take in’ the detail which is at Section B6, page 25 
in the new Guide. Significantly there’s no QC facility on the new 
MOT Service, and the new rules on ‘Managing Quality’ are more 
complex and extensive than in the previous edition of the Guide. 
The gist of the message is that all Test Stations must have a formal 
‘quality management system’ which whilst noted in the Guide in 
broad terms – does mean quite a lot of work. The system requires 
action under the headings of…”  ‘People’, ‘Training’, ‘Procedures’, 
‘Equipment’, ‘Assurance’, and ‘Improvement’. The bulk of new 
‘actions’ expected by DVSA comes under the heading ‘Assurance’ – 
where the real substance of what DVSA expect regarding ‘quality 
control’ is contained – it is a must read for all AEs.

A ‘cut and paste’ job…
Its very obvious on reading the new Guide that it is something of a 
cut and paste job, as there are some odd anomalies where the old 
Guide is still ‘peeking through’. For example, the old Guide says, 

“Do not give another person information that they would not oth-
erwise have access to, this includes test result information.” Which 
still appears in the revised Guide. Yet currently anybody can access 
the MOT test result for any vehicle, which wasn’t the case when 
the old Guide was originally written – which in an up-to-date con-
text is a nonsense! 

One aspect of the new MOT Guide which differs from past up-

DVSA Matters
Recent news and views 

from DVSA

As shown in this page from the previous MOT Guide, changes 
used to be highlighted by a line down the right hand margin. 

This useful facility is absent in the latest version of the Guide – 
making it more difficult to identify the changes.
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Change of Minister

We’ve heard that following the General Election, whilst 
the Secretary of State for Transport remains in his job 

after the election, as do other ministers, the junior Minister 
responsible for the MOT Scheme, Andrew Jones, has gone. A 
new Junior Minister, Mr Jesse Norman MP (for Hereford and 
South Herefordshire), has now taken over responsibility for 
the MOT Testing Scheme. 

Political stasis…
At the DfT, much of their work is in stasis as a direct result of Brexit. 
The new EU Directive on MOT Testing is due to take affect next year, 

and if it isn’t completed on time in terms of legal changes required 
by the latest ‘Directive’ so that the MOT Scheme complies with the 
new rules, then the EU could impose a fine – which they would 
add to the bill when we leave their club.

As a result, EU work takes priority, which is what the officials at 
the Department are now working on, and changes to exempting 
historic vehicles from the MOT would be part of that as it is a new 
EU requirement, especially as to how ‘modified’ a Vehicle of His-
toric Interest (VHI) would have to be before it loses its exemption. 

As a result, other work seems to have gone onto the back-burner, 
which would include the MOT fee review, and deferring vehicles’ 
first MOT by a year. Reviewing the MOT fee is a matter of great 
concern for Testing Station owners, especially as the last Minister, 
Andrew Jones agreed at a meeting with MOT Trade Forum mem-
bers in November 2015 that a fee review would take place com-
mencing “straight away” – yet so far nothing has happened. The 
MOT Trade will be lobbying the new Minister to get something 
done – and quickly!

NEWS from the

(Continues next page)
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MOT Training you can trust to deliver results:  

Awards in MOT Test Centre Management. 

Awards in MOT Tes ng classes 1,2, 4 & 7. 

Pre qualifica on courses 

DVSA Mandatory annual CPD training 

MOT Refresher courses 

Site Assessments 

Quality Management checks 

All Training delivered by our former DVSA Vehicle Examiners 
and Technical Trainers at our fully equipped Workshop and 
Training Centre in the heart of the Midlands.  

dates, is the lack of any clue as to what has changed in the docu-
ment itself. Previously in updated versions of the MOT Guide, or the 
Manual, a vertical line beside the text indicated where changes had 
been made – which was very useful. This helpful feature is absent 
in the latest update, making it a more tedious process to work 
out what exactly has changed comparing the new Guide with the 
old. So, to assist readers we’ve located a copy of the old Guide and 
published it on the www.motester.co.uk website MOT Guide page.

This year’s ongoing training 
announced

This year’s requirement of MOT Testers to do three hours 
of annual training for Class 1 and 2, and classes 3 and 4 

is now on DVSA’s website as follows:

“Topics for the annual MOT training and assessment
For this year’s annual MOT training and assessment, we’ve set 

new topics for you to study based on the parts of the test that test-
ers often get wrong.

The topics for Classes 1 and 2 (Group A) are:
• body and structure (including security)
• assessment of and tyres and wheels
The topics for Classes 4 and 7 (Group B) are:
• assessment of tyres and wheels
• corrosion assessment (includes assessment of brake pipes)

This year the annual assessment has been open for completion since 
1 May. From next year onwards, you’ll be able to complete this from 
1 April.”

However, if you go to the IMI website, you’ll notice that for both 
Classes 1 & 2, and 4 & 7, they’ve added “CPD planning and record-
ing” to both the Class 1 & 2 and Class 4 & 7 requirements.

Makes you wonder if the right hand knows what the left hand 
is doing…
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4-1-1 Testing

Although nothing is happening following the Department 
for Transport’s consultation on deferring vehicles’ first 

MOT for a year, we have heard some encouraging rumours 
through the grapevine that the responses to the consultation 
were around 70% against a change to the current ‘first MOT 
at four years old’ policy – and that the civil servants were 
asked to take another look at their projections for the road 
safety outcomes which would result from vehicles having 
their first MOT deferred for an extra year.  

Like the fee issue, though, this too is probably on the back-burner 
– which is no bad thing. 

New European Union MOT 
changes in May 2018

Although we’re leaving the European Union, until we have 
actually left we must keep to their rules – and that will 

apply to a range of changes coming into force next May – 
2018 which relate to significant changes to exemption from 
MOT Test for Historic vehicles, and significantly for Testers, 
some major changes to the Inspection Manual. 

Minor defect, Major defect, dangerous to drive…
The biggest change to the Manual arising from the new EU rules 
is that there will be three classifications of a vehicles’ ‘deficiencies’ 

– EU jargon for a defect. There’s a new type of MOT defect called 
a ‘Minor defects’ which the presenter will not need to fix to get an 
‘MOT pass’ What the implications are regarding the ‘roadworthiness’ 
of the vehicle in legal terms which has such a ‘minor defect’ are 
completely uncertain. 

Then there are ‘Major defects’ which is the equivalent to a cur-
rent MOT failure. Then finally, some Major Defects will automati-
cally have to be classified as rendering the vehicle as ‘Dangerous’. 
This seemingly simple change will make a big difference. Here are 
some examples.

Dangerous
• Brake pads: Worn to excess.
•  Secondary (emergency) brake: Inadequate braking effort on 

one or more wheels.
• Stop lamps: A defective light source.
• Suspension joints: Any component ‘worn to excess’. 

There are many more such examples and as a result it is likely that 
the number of vehicles mandatorily labelled as ‘dangerous’ within 
the new EU rules will increase dramatically above the 700,000 or so 
currently given a ‘dangerous to drive’ label by Testers. 

If the authorities (mainly the police), properly enforce the regu-
lations, then a lot of motorists should be prosecuted for using a 
dangerous ‘unroadworthy’ vehicle on the roads – but don’t hold 
your breath, its unlikely that will happen anytime soon!

‘Minor defects’ ‘Advisories’ or ‘Observations’.
The new EU failure category of ‘Minor Defects’ is akin to what 
would now be called ‘Advisory Notes’. In fact the Government could 
probably comply with the new EU rules by labelling those ‘Minor 
Defects’ as ‘Advisory Defects’ which Testers currently make a note 

of already under the heading ‘Advisory Notes’. 
This does, however, throw up an interesting anomaly. For dec-

ades now the use of advisory notes has been encouraged by Vehi-
cle Examiners because even if Testers advise an item which should 
have failed, that advisory note means the Tester did examine that 
component. These days, however, so-called advisory notes often 
have no connection with a Testable item at all. For example an 
advisory: “nearside front wing damaged” is really just an observa-
tion – designed to protect the Tester from the presenter later say-
ing the VTS caused the damage – or to clearly identify the vehicle 
if that comes into question during a disciplinary case. So perhaps 
DVSA/DfT need to devise a new category for Testers’ use called, 

“Observations”.
How DVSA/DfT interpret the requirement for identifying ‘minor’ 

defects isn’t going to be easy – and as it won’t actually be a failure, 
will Testers be penalised if they wrongly identify minor defects? 

Oh, and one final thought – is there going to be any training 
for the 60,000 active Testers when we move from the current situ-
ation to the new rules next May? Probably not! It really could all 
end up in tears…

This would be likely to be advised by Testers as “damage to 
offside front wing”, yet in fact it is really an ‘observation’ similar 
to something like “vehicle fitted with extensive undertray” which 
often appears as an advisory. Will a facility be available for such 

observations when the new EU rules apply? 

www.gea.co.uk

DVSA rules state that MOT equipment must be regularly calibrated and
maintained.

Visit www.gea.co.uk to find a list of companies who have their engineers
independently accredited by the Garage Equipment Association.

IS YOUR MOT EQUIPMENT
ACCURATELY CALIBRATED?
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Then there are ‘Major defects’ which is the equivalent to a cur-
rent MOT failure. Then finally, some Major Defects will automati-
cally have to be classified as rendering the vehicle as ‘Dangerous’. 

This would be likely to be advised by Testers as “damage to 
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MOT Computer – screen 
changes

A recent update on the computer has resulted in some help-
ful screen changes. A key change is that MOT Test quality 

information is available by a link for AE designated managers 
and AE delegate roles from the ‘Service Reports’ screen. 

There’s also a screen indicating current and previous site assess-
ment information. The information is also of assistance to compa-
nies with a number of MOT sites, as the managers can access the 
information for all the sites in their business.

Then finally, there’s now a ‘Site assessment’ heading on the 
‘Vehicle testing station’ screen providing the Site assessment his-
tory. On this DVSA say:

“This change will now show the difference between the assessment 
results and enable you to plan your quality management processes 
effectively”.

0345 459 0231
www.premiermot.co.uk

SAVE 10% ON ANY MOT COURSE, 
QUOTE REF: MT0817* *T’s & C’s APPLY. 
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Go to ‘service reports’ for more detailed information on MOT 
quality – from this screen.

The ‘service reports’ screen allows you to access ‘test quality 
information’, and to see your ‘risk assessment’ history.
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DVSA 
enforcement 
activity has 
increased 
recently – 
here are 
some 
examples 
of what 
ended up in 
disciplinary 
proceedings 
against AEs 
and NTs.
Some cases resulted 

from DVSA’s Fraud and 
Integrity Unit involvement, 
in which the findings were 
deemed so serious that 
DVSA rescinded licences 
with just 24 hours notice.

‘Cold engine and exhaust’? 
Then it wasn’t Tested!
DVSA decided that whilst a vehi-
cle was logged onto the MOT 
computer and their Vehicle 
Examiner (VE) was parked 
‘round the corner’ (he couldn’t 
see the Test bay or garage 
entrance), that the Tester didn’t 
inspect the car – because the 
exhaust was cold to the touch, 
when the VE went on to the site.

Initially he asked for the car 
to be put in the Test bay, so he 
could conduct a re-examination 
to decide if the vehicle had been 
Tested correctly and warranted 
the pass certificate which had 
been issued.

The vehicle couldn’t be 
started, because, it was found, 
the battery was missing. The 
Tester suggested that the pre-
senter must have removed it 
whilst he was logging the results 
into the computer.

The VE was deeply suspicious, 
regardless of the fact that the 
presenter did confirm that he’d 
removed the battery after the 
MOT was completed. The VE 
then decided that as the engine 
and exhaust were cold, a Test 
couldn’t have been conducted 
in the previous 30 minutes when 
it was logged onto the system. 

The VE didn’t re-examine the 
car, and interviewed the staff.

The Tester was adamant that 
he’d tested the car and even had 
an emissions printout to prove it. 
The cool engine was put down 
to the fact it was a 45 year old 
air cooled engine and had only 
been running for a few min-
utes at the beginning of the Test. 
The interviews didn’t cover any 
other parts of the Test proce-
dures as the VE was not on site. 

So on what grounds do DVSA 
claim the NT didn’t inspect the 
vehicle? 

There’s no substantive evi-
dence to suggest that the Tester 
didn’t inspect the car, yet they 
allege that the ‘offence’ war-
rants 500 points to both AE and 
NT, which as readers will know 
means a five-year ban from Test-
ing to both parties.

I’m confident that DVSA will 
reverse their decision, and am 
hopeful that no penalties will 
be imposed.

It’s just a shame that this 
couldn’t have been resolved on 
the day, instead of both Tester 
and AE having to spend months 
worrying about a ‘Sword of 
Damocles’ hanging over their 
heads.

CCTV – good evidence
This case would probably have 
been nipped in the bud had 
the garage had CCTV in the 
Test bay to prove the car was 
inspected. Another recent case 
I had resulted in a far less seri-
ous debit score being awarded, 
because the AE proved that the 
VE’s were wrong in their initial 
conclusions. 

CCTV is also a useful tool 
allowing customers to watch 
the Test from a safe and cosier 
environment. It’s also extremely 
useful for quality control pur-
poses as well as staff protection. 
Are you doing enough to ensure 
the safety of your employees 
both inside and outside of 
your business? If an accident/
assault results in an employee 
being injured are you prepared 
to defend yourself from the 
inevitable industrial injuries 
claim? Statistics point to major 
reductions in the amount of 

crime being committed by 95% 
where cameras are installed. 

‘Loss of repute’ – you’re out!
A straightforward inverted 
appeal case was turned on its 
head, when DVSA’s Case Review 
Team (CRT) in Bristol had con-
cerns over the validity of some 
documentation that we passed 
to them as part of MOT garage’s 
defence representations. The 
document in question was an 
advertisement that the client had 
downloaded from the internet 
questioning the identity of the 
vehicle concerned.

Four months after submit-
ting the defence representations, 
DVSA’s Central Review Team 
(CRT) enlisted the aid of their 
Fraud and Integrity Unit, who 
have specialist skills and pow-
ers to analyse information that 
may have an adverse affect on 
the integrity of the MOT Test-
ing Scheme.

After a further two months 
and without interviewing any-
body, DVSA decided that the 
advertisement that had been 
submitted as part of the defence 
was fraudulent, and suspected 
that the AE and NT were behind 

the false advertisement. CRT 
then deemed that the AE/NT 
were complicit in the fraud and 
therefore culpable of an elabo-
rate deception to obstruct their 
decisions and pervert the natu-
ral course of justice in reaching 
their disciplinary conclusions. 

The alleged deceit was 
claimed to display a conscious 
act of dishonesty and lack of 
integrity and so breached the 
bond of trust put in them to 
do MOT Testing on behalf of 
the Secretary of State for Trans-
port. Therefore, the AE and NT’s 
repute/integrity was so badly 
damaged that they were no 
longer considered suitable to 
issue accountable documents 
on behalf of the Secretary of 
State through DVSA. 

DVSA also decided that the 
severity of the case made contin-
ued activities within the scheme 
untenable, and withdrew the AE 
licences at all four MOT sites. 
Both men also lost their respec-
tive NT status for 5 years. The 
decision notices were posted 
and cessation occurred 24 hours 
later. 

Solicitors acting with us are 
astonished at how DVSA have 
treated their clients, and all 
without any burden of proof. 
This however is where admin-
istrative law differs from crimi-
nal law and shows that DVSA 
have absolute discretion on how 
licensees are treated within the 
scheme.

Appeals have been lodged as 
both clients vehemently refute 
any association with the prep-
aration of the advertisement 
and we are currently awaiting 
a decision from DVSA’s Appeals 
Branch in Nottingham. 
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Consultant’s 
Casebook

from Eamonn Loney
(MOT Consultant, ex VI Appeals Executive)

Eamonn Loney is a principal of MOT Consultants 
EBL Partnership; telephone 01225 340858.

email: eamonnloney3@aol.com

More notes from Eamonn 
Loney’s casebook…

In some countries a video camera captures the vehicle’s 
number plate for the MOT computer as it enters the MOT bay. 
This would provide good evidence that the vehicle was indeed 

inspected.
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Automated 
Testing Lanes
Automated and One-Person MOT Test lanes (ATLs and 

OPTLs) have been with us for many years now. In fact, 
soon after the MOT was first computerised in 2005/06, VOSA 
at one stage issued a decree that all MOT Test lanes should 
be automated by 2015. Then, soon after that announcement 
the Government proposed moving to 4-2-2 MOT Testing, 
the European minimum, and unsurprisingly the MOT Trade 
objected very strongly to being required to spend money on 
new Test lanes when their MOT Testing revenue would poten-
tially be cut by over half should 4-2-2 Testing be adopted. 
Accordingly, that 2015 VOSA deadline for all VTSs having 
ATLs was put on hold!

Nevertheless, the garage 
equipment suppliers have been 
developing ever more sophisti-
cated equipment over the years, 
and modern ATLs in particular 
are benefitting from this.

Unfortunately, there’s still 
a problem with full connectiv-
ity. There’s no reason why the 
MOT Test equipment shouldn’t 
be able to send the Test result 
directly to DVSA where their 
computer could then check it 
against the pass/fail criteria for 
that vehicle with respect to the 
brakes and emissions, and issue 
a pass or fail certificate directly 
back to the Testing Station.

The advantage of such a 
system is that as the regula-
tions develop and change, all 
that would be required to keep 
the pass/fail limits ‘up-to-date’ 
would be a software change 
to DVSA’s computer, the MOT 
Testing Station’s equipment 
simply measures the outcome. 
Whereas currently any change 
to the pass/fail limits requires 
an update of the software in the 
equipment at every Test Station. 

With perhaps over 30,000 
pieces of equipment all told, at, 
say £100 a time, the MOT indus-
try would need to find another 
£3m every time a change was 
needed. The next change may 
be in 2018 when the diesel emis-
sions pass/fail limit changes to 

accommodate Euro 6 vehicles 
– so get ready to put your hands 
in your pockets!

A dazzling omission!
Headlamp testing is a con-

tentious issue when it comes 
t o  a u t o m a t e d  s y s t e m s . 
Theoretically it should be easy 
to use digital camera technology 
to measure both the aim and 
the beam shape of headlamps. 
Also, with the latest ‘adaptive’ 
headlamps, the main beam 
system should be checked in 
the interest of road safety – as 
those vehicles are supposed to 
be driven with full beam on all 
the time. Their cameras detect 
oncoming vehicles and dynami-
cally shade them from the beam 
as they pass. Software glitches 
and/or dislodged cameras could 
result in serious dazzle – yet cur-

rently there are no plans to have 
the system tested.

However, all that being said, 
ATLs can significantly improve 
productivity and profitability 
over time, by making more 
efficient use of manpower. The 
money saved can make an ATL 
well worth the fairly sizeable 
investment.

The following review lists 
examples of the most advanced 
ATL technology currently avail-
able.

See next page for a listing of 
the best ATLs currently on 
the market.

This Gemco ATL, an example of the latest MOT Testing technology available, features alongside 
an impressive roundup of similarly advanced products listed for your consideration in the MOT 

Testing Magazine Product Review, next page…
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BOSCH (HICKLEYS LTD)

The range of Class 1V & V11 Bosch ATL MOT bays offer a two year warranty. 
We offer a selection of configurations including OPTL & ATL layouts, 4t & 5t 

capacities. The Bosch MOT bay includes integration of the roller brake tester and 
emission tester on a selection of screens or tablets. Your Bosch MOT bay can 
contribute towards a “connected workshop test lane” where all test equipment 
is networked into a single system including steering & suspension. We can 
offer site survey, CAD drawings, detailed quotation, project management & 
professional installation by GEA accredited engineers.

Price: From £21,995
Financing facility? yes
Contact name: Lynn Sweet
Tel: 01823 328530
Fax: 01823 328589
Website: www.hickleys.com
Distribution: Available through all Bosch distributors

GEMCO
GEMCO believe they’re a market leading supplier of MOT & ATL Test Lanes 

and associated test lane equipment. They offer an entire, including workshop 
design, civil works, installation, decorating, flooring and after-sales service. They 
supply MOT/ATL bays, which can be either pit or lift based; offering a wide range 
of quality equipment, which is approved by the DVSA for testing purposes. They 
say their after-sales service packages, are designed with the customer in mindso 
you can manage your business whilst they keep you compliant! All their ATL Bays 
are supplied with a 3 year warranty.

Price: On application
Financing facility? Yes
Contact: Sales Department
Tel: 01604 828 600
E-mail: sales@gemco.co.uk
Website: www.gemco.co.uk
Distribution: Direct

CRYPTON
Crypton is a brand of the automotive supplier Continental and say they provide 

reliable, professional equipment to the latest legislation requirements and 
customer needs. All Crypton ATL packages have a combined smoke and gas 
emissions analyser, headlamp aligner, x2 inspection mirrors, brake pedal 
depressor, automated brake tester, site survey, CAD drawing service and a three 
year warranty. All lifts come with turntables and wheel play detectors as standard. 
Optional motorbike and 4x4 brake tester adapter kits are also available, as 
well as a robust 10” wireless tablet. Crypton’s 4-Post lifts blend in with existing 
workshops.

Price: On application
Financing facility? Yes
Contact: Sales
Tel: 0121 326 1200
E-mail: sales@crytontechnology.com
Website: www.cryptontechnology.com
Distribution: Throughout the UK

BRADBURY
Bradbury claim to offer one of the most comprehensive range of DVSA 

approved ATL and OPTL upgrade test equipment in the UK. Our SHALLOWEST 
lift (130mm recess) fits into older, existing  Bradbury lift recesses thereby 
removing the requirement for additional civil work and, more importantly, vastly 
reducing the loss of down time and MOT revenue. A 3 year warranty package 
comes as standard on all Bradbury manufactured lifts and ATL equipment 
which can be further complimented by the purchase of a competitive 5 year, all 
inclusive maintenance package.

Price: On application
Financing facility? Yes
Contact: Sales Department
Tel: 01604 828 600 Fax: 01604 633 159
E-mail: sales@gemco.co.uk
Website: www.gemco.co.uk
Distribution: Direct
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Members of the Garage 
Equipment Association

SALES 0844 249 8104   SERVICE 0844 249 8100   SPARES 0844 249 8102

           mot  AND atl experts. . . 

SUPPLY | DESIGN | INSTALLATION | PROJECT MANAGEMENT | AFTER-SALES SERVICE

Vehicle Lifts  |  Workshop Furniture  |  Exhaust Extraction & Analysers 
  
Lubrication & Compressed Air Services  |  MOT / ATL Test Equipment   
Wheel & Tyre Equipment  |  Wheel Alignment  |  Brake Testers  |  Air Con

CELEBRATING  1 21  YEARS  OF  QUALITY PRODUCTS

DVSA APPROVED ATL BAYS INCLUDE TABLET OPERATION  &  3 YEAR WARRANTY* AS STANDARD

Future-proof 

your workshop 

with the help of

GEMCO

HOME OF THE BIGGEST GARAGE EQUIPMENT BRANDS
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JHM BUTT & CO. LTD
Since 1971 we have been supplying & installing workshop equipment for all 

vehicle applications including MOT test lanes. Products include both pit & 
lift MOT test lanes, with roller brake testers for MOT4 & 7 applications, pit & 
lift mounted play detectors & a selection of vehicle lifts to accommodate most 
applications. We offer a full turnkey service starting with site visits, CAD drawings, 
VOSA application, the provision of builder for recesses and coordination with 
other sub-contractors on site to ensure that the project is delivered on time & on 
budget.

Price: On application
Financing facility? Yes
Contact: Duane Walker
Tel: 01302 710868
Fax: 01302 719481
E-mail: Duane@buttsofbawtry.com
Web: www.buttsequipment.com
Distribution: Direct to end-users

SUN
Revolutionise your bay with the completely wireless, tablet-operated Sun 

automated test lane from Snap-on. Link directly from your tablet to the new 
DVSA test site and complete the entire test from your bay. The tablet drives the 
brake tester and emissions tester and means you can easily see the live readings 
without having to leave the vehicle. The Sun ATL comes with the brand new 
DGA5000 emissions analyser, which features an industry-leading water control 
system, EOBD RPM and oil temperature device for diesel testing.”

Price: Contact for further details
Financing facility? Yes
Tel: 01553 692422
Fax: 01553 697254
E-mail: techsales.uk@snapon.com
Web: http://diagnostics.snapon.co.uk

MAHA UK LTD
MAHA UK, claim to be a quality leading manufacturer of lifting and brake 

testing equipment suitable for ATL and MOT test bays. They can assist 
you from the early design and DVSA application stage onto the installation and 
support, and sell directly to the end user. MAHA products are manufactured in 
Germany and will be installed by MAHA employees. Four post, scissor and pit 
packages are all available. For further information contact MAHA directly. MAHA 
believe you may be surprised at just how affordable a MAHA MOT package is.

Price: On application
Financing facility? Yes
Contact: Dayle Bowring, Graham Southall or Louis Tunmore
Tel: Dayle 07786 368779, Graham 07767 407702, Louis 07767 407701
E-mail: sales@maha.co.uk
Website: www.maha.co.uk
Distribution: Direct and through selected distributors

LIFTMASTER LTD
Liftmaster Ltd offers OPTL and ATL Class 4 & 7 MOT equipment for one-man 

testing. Our range of brake testers are fully upgradeable which means you can 
install an OPTL brake tester (analogue or PC based) and upgrade in the future 
to ATL without the need for additional groundworks. Liftmaster offers over 25 
variable ATL and OPTL test lane lifts (some with wheel alignment options) and 
will find you the suitable equipment to suit your workshop layout. With a national 
team of experienced area sales managers Liftmaster will also gain the necessary 
approvals from DVSA.

Price: On Application
Financing facility? Yes
Contact: Sales Department
Tel: 01420 549038
E-mail: sales@liftmasterltd.com
Website: www.liftmasterltd.com
Distribution: Throughout UK
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Web: www.buttsequipment.com
Distribution: Direct to end-users
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MOT 

SHIELD
SECURITY AND PEACE OF MIND FOR TESTERS AND AEs

The perfect solution to the anxiety and 
high cost of protecting your business 

from withdrawal from the MOT Scheme.

1 year
MOT

Consultancy
cover for 

only 
£99+VAT

Too good to be true? At only £99.00 
many AEs think it’s too good to miss.
❶  One phone number to dial immediately if you receive a 

disciplinary communication from DVSA, 

❷  Full written representation by a top UK MOT Consultant, all 
the way through to agreed completion of representation,

❸  Subscription to MOT Testing Magazine (worth £30)

In a nutshell, MOT SHIELD will defend you against any DVSA-
initiated disciplinary action which you may find yourself on 

the receiving end of. The cost, at only £99 per year (plus VAT) 
is tiny, even if only compared to the cost of employing an 
industry consultant or solicitor, but if time spent away from 
running your business, not to mention the cost of losing 
your business if your efforts fail are taken into account, the 
cost is almost vanishingly small. Even more so when the free 
subscription to MOT Testing magazine, worth £30 on its own, 
is taken into account.

MOT SHIELD has been 
well-received. Those who 
have taken it up are secure 
in the knowledge that should 
they receive a dreaded 
‘Contemplation of Withdrawal’ 
letter from DVSA, they just 
need to dial the number of 
their allocated consultant, 
and he’ll take it from there. A 
positive outcome, in terms of 
reduced points or complete 
overturn in the vast majority – 
comfortably exceeding 75% – of 
cases is usually achieved by our 
consultants.

“Why should I worry about it?” 
you may ask. “I take good care 
of my business, I watch my NTs 
carefully, they are well-trained, 
I have a QC regime in place and 
I’ve never had a problem”.

A good point. In a previous 
issue we published two 
examples of cases which ‘came 
out of nowhere’ and which 
could, had they not been 
successfully appealed by our 
consultant, have had disastrous 
effects on the businesses 
concerned (see our website if 
you missed it: www.motester.
co.uk/mot-shield).

“But I’m quite capable of 
writing my own letters” you 
might say.

Do you have time? Do 
you really have a deep 
understanding of all the the 
issues which might come to 
bear on your case? Employment 
law, DVSA procedures, civil 

service procedures regarding 
their own maladministration? 
Our consultants are.

An experienced professional 
MOT consultant can save the 
day, where an honest garage 
proprietor, or even a solicitor, 
without specific operational 
experience of the MOT Scheme, 
may struggle.

MOT SHIELD – a game-
changing development
Is it worth £99 a year to have 
a qualified consultant take the 
situation on, on your behalf? 
We think so.

Continue into 2017 with 
the double benefits of the 
protection of MOT SHIELD 
and subscription to MOT 
Testing Magazine!

Phone 0208 998 6742, or 
visit: www.motester.co.uk/
subscriptions.

The extra workload and stress of 
dealing with a threat to your MOT 

Testing business can be disruptive 
and cause further problems. 
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